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Proud Indians, hurt by insane remarks
It is becoming clear now to more and more people that dissent is

being manufactured in the country and present a picture to the world that
NDA government under Prime Minister Narendra Modi is anything but

democratic. There is clear indication that Congress party and the Leftover
leftists are behind this conspiracy. What they do not realise or deliberately

chose to overlook is the fact that in their pursuit to demonise popular
Prime Minister they are actually defaming India. It is known fact that,
post-independence, there have been many instances when our country

was subjected to intolerance. Prominent amongst them is the suspension
of liberty and right to life during the Emergency, the 1984 Sikh massacre,

the killing of innocent farmers in Nandigram of West Bengal in 2007 etc.
Forced displacement of minority Hindu population from the only Muslim
majority state of Jammu Kashmir was the worst kind of intolerance in a

secular and democratic state. All of these incidents took place when the
Congress Government was in power.

But the people who are raising hue and cry now did not raise their
voices in any of the cases earlier. There is a background to the present

charade that gets revealed now. It is reported that When President of USA
Barak Obama visited India; PM Modi in all graciousness had placed Sonia
Gandhi next to Obama at the state dinner. She returned the gesture by telling

Obama about how under Modi she expected India to become intolerant. No
self-respecting leader of any independent country would have done this.

This was before the beef bans or any controversy had taken place.
Popular Bollywood actor Aamir Khan is the latest to join this manu-

factured dissent. But he had to eat his words while clarifying that he and

his wife had no plans to leave India. If Mr Khan loved his country so
much, why did he not disapprove his wife's suggestion that they should

probably leave the country? Does it not sound as a most irresponsible,
insensitive and alarming remark that can severely damage India's image
abroad? A war of words followed a day after Khan joined the league of

those who have been protesting against the rise of intolerance in the coun-
try, saying that the spike in sectarian tensions sowed a sense of insecurity

and fear in the society and even in his family.
– PN Raina, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad

Secularism is the most mis-

used word in the country. This

must stop. Because of the ram-

pant misuse of the word, there

have been instances of tension

in society,
Rajnath Singh

Home Minister

Tipu Sultan was a ruthless rul-

er who massacred Hindus. He

demolished temples and

churches. And they say he was

a good ruler!
Arvind Sawant

Shiv Sena, MP

Where is the intolerance? There

is an atmosphere of harmony.

This country has never been,

and will never be, intolerant.
Arun Jaitley

Union Minister

Why is the world seeing so

many refugees from crisis sit-

uations? We in the UN Gener-

al Assembly do not receive any

answers.
Asoke Mukerji

India's UN envoy
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Climate Justice

Deliver before it is late
Signs showing that the Earth is warming are no more secretly coded, which only scientists can

decipher. World has witnessed and in fact continues to face Extreme weather conditions that includes
Heat & cold waves, Tropical cyclones, unseasonal rains, extended droughts, melting of glaciers and

an increased pace and so on. Even a layman now understands that most of these extreme weather
events are human-induced. With studies indicating an increasing threat from extreme weather in the

future there is genuine fear and legitimate concern over the manner in which this exceptional threat
to the very existence of planet earth will be handled by the global community. Since scientific
knowledge has grown substantially on this subject, question is no more whether humans are causing

warming or not. Issue now is how best to respond. Global warming is not posing significant risks
to Earth's natural systems only. From hazardous effects causing potential loss of life, injury, or other

negative health impacts, to the impending exposure of social, economic, and infrastructure assets to
adverse impacts, global warming places vulnerable human lives and systems in precarious trouble.

From devastating floods to droughts, the extreme weather patterns that have impacted locations
around the world were earlier estimated to have already contributed to 400,000 deaths per year and
over $699 billion, 0.9 percent annually, in loss to gross domestic product (GDP). The report estimates

even greater damage from air pollution caused by the burning of fossil fuels which is also driving
global warming. A new study from finds that Climate change could cause ten times as much damage

to the global economy as was previously estimated; slashing output as much as 23 percent by the
end of the century. Relationship between workplace heat conditions and economic performance and
sustainable development also is by now well established. Studies have proven that beyond a certain

heat exposure level the hourly work capacity goes down. Such high heat is already common during
hot seasons in almost everywhere. This results in reduced work capacity lower labour productivity

and losses of economic output. Another fact which needs to be underlined emphatically is that
historically, Global warming is caused more by developed countries rather than developing countries.
Developed nations have been responsible for the destruction of land and resources and the brutality

of colonism when countries own resources were no longer enough. Industrialisation in first world
countries has led to the production and release of carbon emissions, masses of air, water and land

pollution as well as the release of other environmentally damaging greenhouse gases into our
atmosphere. Industrialisation, easier travel and many other inventions and innovations in rich countries

have been at the detriment of our planet. Look at the greenhouse gas emissions and the CO2 emissions
over the past twenty years. Seven of the of the 200+ countries in the world namely China, United
States, Russia, Japan, Germany, South Korea and Canada supposed to account for nearly 60.4% of

the total greenhouse emissions of 33.376 million tonnes across the globe. Consider the levels of
deforestation that happened in the so called developed countries in the name of industrialization. One

has to take the cognizance of the aforesaid emission levels and the deforestation on global warming.

Crucial Conference of Parties (COP21) meeting in Paris needs to be evaluated in this back ground.
When international leaders are meeting to discuss the environmental crisis and solutions they must

realise the urgency of the matter and act accordingly. Paris COP is also vital because an agreement
is expected to replace the Kyoto Protocol with a new framework that limits the average global

temperature rise to 2 degrees Celsius. A lot of rhetoric, blame game and posturing is taking place, as
usual, before such important international events. Some forces inimical to India's progress are trying

to accuse it for taking a rigid stand. But India under the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has been showing a renewed interest and pro active role in leading the talks. While India has done
well by declaring its Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDCs) , too idealistic for many,

It has also taken a leadership role in taking initiative to , both to  reduce emissions and increase clean
energy production. Launching of an international solar alliance of over 120 countries By Prime Minister

Modi with the French president, François Hollande, at the Paris COP21 climate summit is a right
step in this direction. It is an opportunity for the Global Community to ensure that historic wrongs
are undone & justice is delivered in time. We owe it to the future generations.
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I
ndia is a country of  diversity and of  diverse views. The diversity is known,

acknowledged and appreciated. The diverse views, however, not accepted

nor appreciated. Many times these diverse views become a reason for intoler-

ance. True, India is a tolerant country and its commons are tolerant in every aspect

of  their life survivals, their thinking and above all in their day to day behaviourally

actions. Indian self-claimed intellectuals and politicians in contrast, are different.

They are pseudo in their expressions and mostly become intolerant to anything

that goes against their groomed and sponsored intellect. Latest evidence is award

returning episode where many of  intellectual awardees returned their awards. The

tragedy, and a matter of  concern, is that there emerged a gang of  organised so

called intellectuals that are intolerant to the existence of RSS and BJP and some of

them regularly express their intolerances in every opportunity that suits them.

Their advantage is that the vast majority of Indians are tolerant and are disorgan-

ised and most of  the time ignore such intolerances. But then, this intolerance

grows, spread misconception about Indian culture and creates hostilities among

the tolerant Indian communities. More it is tolerated; more it becomes vocal and

dangerous to the tolerant society. It is therefore, necessary that the tactics and

neutrality myth of these pseudo intellectuals are regularly exposed.

Historically, intolerant dominated tolerant

The human societies, right from the beginning, are not homogeneous as each

lived and grew in different geography and in different circumstances. It was nat-

ural for each society to develop its own socio-cultural base for satisfactory life-

styles and live a secured life. These societies continuously struggled with natural

furies and faced aggressions from other societies. History shows that societies

clashed with each other and aggressors had their way in framing social laws,

moulding cultural values and reshaping socio-economic relationships. Definitely,

Tolerant India and intolerant Indian

Pseudo Intellectuals

Neutrality of Indian

pseudo intellectuals

is a myth. The fact

however remains

that their

expressions are

partial, distorting

facts and presenting

one-sided view.

Need is to be

intolerant to their

intolerances &

expose their

neutrality myth. All

democratic means

and appropriate

legal options need

to be used for the

purpose, suggests

Anil Javalekar
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defeated societies had no choice

but to tolerate intolerance of ag-

gressors and accept their value sys-

tems. India is no exception.

Indian pseudo intellectuals-
product of aggressors

This process of domination

and submission continued even

after formation of  sovereign na-

tions and acceptance of common

human values and common goals

of development. Indian society as

such remained defeated for long

time in history and was forced to

accept many of the politico-socio-

economic systems of  aggressors.

Indian pseudo intellectuals are the

products of this forced politico-

economic and educational philos-

ophy of  aggressors. And being

consistently groomed in aggressor’s

thinking, they are habituated to dis-

card everything that is Indian and

of Indian origin. Most of these

pseudo intellectuals always try to be

loyal to their educational grooming

and master's teachings. And one way

to be loyal is to spread rumours

against all those organisations that

are Indian nationalist and always

plead for national policies protec-

tive of national interest.

Indian society tolerated pseu-
do intellectuals

Indian society has faced many

foreign aggressions in its history

and many of  these aggressors were

religiously fanatics and were intol-

erant to native beliefs and culture.

They forcibly converted many of

Indians to their religion and forced

their value systems on Indian soci-

ety. But still, with all odds and de-

feats, Indian society remained tol-

erant because of its culture, San-

skara and philosophical base that

always taught Indians to be toler-

ant and live in harmony. In fact,

many scholars attributed this tol-

erance as main reason for Indian

defeats. Indian society continued

this habit of tolerance till date and

tolerated even the intolerances of

pseudo intellectuals, politicians and

their media support.

Pseudo intellectuals and poli-
ticians divided Indian society

It is important to remember

that Indian society is basically tol-

erant and this society by definition

include not only Hindus but Indi-

an Muslims or Indian Christians

and all other religious or like

groups. And this fact is not digest-

ible by many of Indian intellectu-

als and politicians who always try

to divide Indian society. For many,

more divided the Indian society,

more will it become intolerant to

each other and more it becomes

easy to exploit politically.  As is

known, the best instrument to di-

vide any society is ‘lies’. So these

pseudo intellectuals and politicians

systematically spread lies about In-

dian majority community to im-

press upon minority communities

that they are different and are vic-

tims. Indian Muslims remained an

easiest target for them.

Pseudo tactics that divided In-
dian society

First known tactic is of

British Empire and that is ‘Divide

and Rule’. India after indepen-

dence is ruled by democratically

elected representatives. This rep-

resentation is based on votes that

are actually cast, found valid and

counted. It is therefore, natural for

pseudo politicians and their intel-

lect supporters to nurse vote banks

by dividing people on the basis of

cast and religion; their easiest tar-

gets being Indian Muslims and In-

dian sub-casts.

Second tactic applied by

pseudo intellectuals and Politicians

is to spread lies about majority

community so to give a feel of

insecurity to minority communities.

Latest evidence is the episode of

award return by pseudo intellectu-

als just to impress upon minorities

that the majority community, Hin-

du, has become intolerant. They al-

ways lie about RSS and BJP and

Defeated societies
had no choice but to
tolerate intolerance

of aggressors &
accept their value

systems.
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influence the opinion of mi-

nority community so to di-

vide Indian society.

Third tactic applied is

to provoke majority com-

munity, Hindu, by attacking

their basic beliefs and life

practices like style of wor-

ship, their food habits, mo-

nogamy in marriage system

and treatment of women

and children, their belief in

incarnation, interrelationship

within community and or

picture wrongly or joke and

laugh at Hindu ‘shradha sthan’

like temples, godly idols, cow

worship, family traditions and saint-

hood. Many times they mislead

world and Indian people about In-

dian beliefs and traditions and try

to impose their unproven modern

ideas emerged from their illusory

western thinking.

Fourth tactic is to propa-

gate only western thoughts. The

tragedy of Indian pseudo intellec-

tuals is that they have been groomed

in either Marxist thoughts or west-

ern capitalist thoughts. For them,

there is no other thought in the

world. Most of them even avoid

accepting the fact that there is an

Indian ancient thought more open

and more useful because neither

Marx nor any other western think-

er of their liking referred to it in

any affirmative way. So they be-

lieve that every western thing is

good and progressive and every-

thing that of Indian origin is bad

and backward. Therefore, their

main life aim is to condemn Indi-

an ancient thoughts and traditions

and propagate western thinking,

western lifestyles and western po-

litico-socio-economic systems.

Fifth tactic is to present

distorted history. Indian history

has always been a controversial is-

sue. British drafted history from

their point of view and pseudo

intellectuals and politicians draft-

ed it from their point of  view. For

many of the Indian pseudo his-

torians, Muslim Kings, sultans and

their sardars were good rulers and

none ever forced their religion on

Indians nor converted Hindus

forcibly nor smashed any Hindu

temple and built mosque in its

place. Many others consider Brit-

ish raj as blessing and strongly

believe that British united India

and gave not only socio-economic

institutional setup but also the law

and order system. They con-

sciously ignore the fact that it was

Sardar Vallbhbhai Patel who by

all means united India, Indian vil-

lages had self-reliant socio-eco-

nomic structure and Indian Pan-

chayat raj had good law and or-

der system. For some pseudo in-

tellectuals and politicians, Indian

cast system is nothing but a divi-

sion of classes with conflicting

interests and a powerful centra-

lised state owned only by them is

the answer. By distorting history

all these intellectuals give differ-

ent meaning to many of his-

torical events and try to di-

vide Indian society.

Neutrality myth of pseudo
intellectuals

Greatest myth is the
neutrality of these Indian
pseudo intellectuals. As is
known, all these intellectu-

als always pose that they ex-
press and tell the truth. The
fact however is different.
These intellectuals and their
expressions are partial. They
are partial in every of their

expressions and actions.
They distort the facts and

give one sided view. For exam-

ple, they propagate that every

problem of this country is be-
cause of Hindu majority and Hin-

du philosophy, Hindu lifestyles,
Hindu beliefs, Hindu actions and

Hindu organisations. When they

write and speak about Indian his-
tory they purposefully mention

that the mogul Indian history was
not of atrocities and forceful con-

versions but of  social harmony.
They always make a point to

prove that everyone barring Hin-

du is secular in this country. They
quote people without context and

distort the meaning and purpose
particularly when these quotes are

from RSS and BJP people. They

pick-up every minor opportunity
to speak and write against majori-

ty community and rarely talk on
major events caused by other com-

munities. They always view that
Indian ancient history is no history

and every of Indian ancient book

is only a story book. Thus, these
intellectuals are basically interested

in dividing Indian society by iso-
lating majority community or pos-

ing it against other communities

simply to gain politically.

Greatest myth is the

neutrality of these Indian

pseudo intellectuals.

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY
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Dealing with these organised
pseudo intellectuals

First, improve behaviour of

Indian media. India is a democrat-

ic society and in democracy every-

one is free to express their views

even when these views are pure

‘lies’, partial or distorted unless

these expressions fall under prov-

able offense in legal terms. Indian

pseudo intellectuals and politicians

take advantage of this democracy

and express venomously against

Hindu majority, RSS and BJP by

using free media. Thus, improving

Indian media behaviour seems only

answer to control pseudo intellec-

tuals and politicians.

Second, there is a need to

improve Indian legal frame

work under which these false ex-

pressions and allegations get easy

escape. Speedy trial is one alter-

native. It is also necessary that the

person who allege should be
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made responsible to prove the

charges and not otherwise. Present

system allows anybody to talk

anything against anybody and un-

less the victim complaint about no

action is taken. This is important

when someone is publically mak-

ing allegations through writing or

speaking.

Third, create awareness

among Indian mases. Though

this is being done by every means,

the masses are still misled by ru-

mours and false propaganda.

Many of the riots were based on

rumours. Spreading rumours and
false propaganda was one of the

wining strategies of earlier war

prone societies. The tragedy is that

this strategy is being used by Indi-

an pseudo intellectuals and politi-

cians to divide Indian society.

Fourth, lessen opportuni-

ties for pseudo intellectuals.

True, Indian and foreign pseudo

intellectuals and politicians search

opportunities that suits them and

exploit it against the majority com-

munity. It is the responsibility of
majority community to minimise

such opportunities and give no

space for its exploitation.
Fifth, Indian community

need to be intolerant to these in-
tolerances of pseudo intellectuals

and politicians. Indian society need

to understand that these elements
divide society.  There is also a need

to expose their neutrality myth. All
democratic means and all appro-

priate legal options need to be

used for the purpose. qq

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY

The person who

alleges should be

made responsible to

prove the charges.
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India is a multilinguial, multi-religious and

multi-caste country and has been a domi-

nant player in the world system and part

of  the global economy since the ages. Its

civilisational past has evolved through a

number of events, crisis, people and com-

munities. It has not been an isolated coun-

try at any point of time as there has been a

continuous exchange of ideas, products

and people with other countries and civil-

isations.  It therefore, becomes essential to

understand India in a global context to ex-

amine its problems and to seek solutions.

There are two types of studies focusing

on changes in society, its inter-linkages with others and global system: Civilization

Studies and World System Analysis. The scholars in the Civilization Studies have

focused on identifying the existence of different civilizations in different geo-

graphical areas in the ancient period. Some have devoted more attention to the

interrelations and mutual influences among civilizations in terms of  culture and

ideology, and their rise and decline through several stages. World systems Analysts

on the other hand have developed a perspective to examine issues of capitalism,

development and world inequalities. The world economy is a system of  intercon-

nected national economies that bring together national financial power and states

that struggle to move up the hierarchy of  states in terms of  power and wealth.

Both these groups of studies have given insight to understand the existence

and growth of  countries in present forms. It therefore becomes imperative to

look at the key findings of  these studies to have better understanding of  India’s

socio-economic and environmental problems. This extract of  paper proposes

that a good governance system can direct India’s diversity and socio-economic

challenges to develop an innovative society.

This paper attempts to examine the following questions: How has India evolved

as a civilizational entity over a period of the last 2000 years?  How has globaliza-

tion influenced its evolution during last few centuries? What are the unifying fac-

tors of  India in terms of  culture, constitutions and social processes? What are the

present and new challenges, which have emerged during last 60-70 years? How is

India, despite its diversity, meeting and solving such challenges? In view of  grow-

ing trend of globalization, are the unifying forces still relevant or not?

India in the 21st Century

India is a nation of 1.25 billion people and has been a leading civilisation in

the past. A long spell of colonial rule sparked the desire for independence and

There is a need to

understand the use

of India’s diversity

in terms of

resources, people

and institutions- a

huge strength-in

this globalised

world, enlightens

Prof. Vijay Kumar

Kaul

India’s Diversity & Globalisation

Unifying Forces and  Innovation

FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS
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awakened its inner spirit of a

leader. New institutions and

governance systems have been

created overtime. India has had

several achievements in terms

of social and economic activi-

ties during the last 65 years, and

has made it to the 3rd largest eco-

nomic power of the world, af-

ter USA and China, on purchas-

ing power parity basis. How-

ever, there are several problems

which continue to challenge the

country. A large number of  prob-

lems exist because of poor appre-

ciation of its wide socio-econom-

ic and geographical diversity, and

because of the discrimination that

arises out of misinterpretation of

this diversity. It therefore becomes

impertive for the country to

achieve its lost glory by sustaining

and enhancing what has already

been achieved, and further improv-

ing its existing performance in

those areas where it lags. Everyone

is required to contribute towards

this national imperative. Some of

the observations are as follows –

India Evolving as Civilistional
Entity

It is obvious that India faced
several political, social and eco-
nomic  ups and downs along with
foreign aggressions. There have
been series of  religious reforms
and new intellectual thoughts have
been experimented in different
part of  the country. The abundance
of resources have led to comple-
cency among the people in terms

of technological innovation that
we witnessed in today’s western
world. The hierarchy in the form
of  Varna and Castes that used to
govern the family, village, and po-
litical system became more rigid.

The mobility of caste that was

prevalent and known in ancient

period was forgotten. The British

in particular not only used it to in-

crease differences among the peo-

ple and communities but also ex-

ploited it to rule the country.  How-

ever, things are changing. Though

Indian society and country has seen

its geographical border also shrink-

ing over time. Indian society has

survived as a civilisational entity and

it’s enduring value system is guide-

post for other to follow in today’s

globalised world. The Indian cul-

tural values of  plurality, tolerance

and respect for all need to be in-

voked  to bring harmony and

peace in the society. There is also a

need to develop values of collob-

oration, alliances and a spirit of

helping each other. Other countries

are facing problems in the form

of merging their culture with new

western dominated values system.

It is the result of its value sys-

tem that it has now aimed at achiev-

ing the objective of social and eco-

nomic prosperity for all. This

means not only should every one

have reasonable incomes and bet-

ter infrastructure, but everyone

should also be healthy, well-nour-

ished, literate and be able to live

without fear in a world of equita-

ble opportunities. Every Indian

should be able to realise his or her

true potential without fear or ob-

stacles. The aim of  the govern-

ment is to overcome the defi-

ciencies in the form of  lack of

capabilities, knowledge, financial

resources and to provide its peo-

ple an opportunity to alleviate

poverty and deprivation, with-

out fear.

It is also well established

that the survivial and growth of

a civilisational entity is linked

with innovative behaviour and

innovation.In order to achieve

social and economic prosperity in

terms of  helping people achieve

their true potential, innovative
thinking on the part of policy mak-

ers and other institutions should be

encouraged. There is lot of knowl-
edge available within the country.

The only thing is to collect that
knowledge and information, anal-

yse and use it with honesty and a

genuine sense of commitment to-
wards overcoming the obstacles on

the path to inclusive progress.
There is need to build innova-

tion momentum all around in the
country. Every one has his/her own

strengths and capabilities. The youth

needs to be motivated in this direc-
tion to think, analyse and create in-

novative solutions. Modern technol-
ogy can be used to provide sup-

port to people in  terms of  educa-
tion and other financial support to

achieve their objectives. A sense of

collaboration and alliances need to
be nurtured. This also requires a

change in our education system,
which has had an overemphasis on

examinations based on text book

learning. Students should be instead
encouraged to think creatively to

seek solutions to problems that they

see and feel in our society.

Globalisation, Diveristy and
Governance system

Globalisation has affected all

Indian society has survived

as a civilisational entity.
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the countries in the world. In-

creased awareness, new technolog-

ical advancement in various field,

increased connectivities and flow

of  goods, services, ideas, knowl-

edge and technology are some of

the features of  Globalisation. West-

ern countries took a lead over de-

veloping countries like India dur-

ing last few centuries on account

of technological advancement. In-

dia was known for its knowledge

and Educational institutions in the

ancient times. Now Indian students

are going to western countries to

acquire advanced knowledge and

technology.

In this globalised world, In-

dia’s diversity in terms of  resourc-

es, people and institutions is a big

strength. There is a need to under-

stand the use of this strength of

diversity. This diversity used with

a positive sense can provide scope

for different perspectives and

needs. This can lead to innovative

and creative thinking. There is thus

a strong need to use diversity as a

pillar of strength that supports cre-

ative and innovative thinking on the

part of people, policy makers and

institutions. Here, the role of  edu-

cation in understanding and appre-

ciating diversity is important.

Indians have an innate, intel-

lectual capability of collaboration,

but we need leaders who have the

ability to create a shared vision, a

common intent and a good, sup-

portive environment of tolerance.

Unifying Forces

As mentioned in the paper In-

dia has a tradition of cultural and

civilizational unity in the country.

This unity in diversity is linked with

geography, history, traditions, natu-

ral resources, rivers and cultural val-

ue systems. It is therefore not sur-

prising that, after independence,

keeping in mind the new develop-

ments in a world that began recog-

nizing the role of laws and consti-

tutions in the management of the

state, India adopted a constitution-

al democracy. Further, there are sev-

eral social processes of reconcilia-

tion, which are in operation and are

recognized by scholars in manag-

ing several conflicts and tensions in

the Indian society. The existence and

continuous use of these social pro-

cesses also brings unity in the coun-

try’s diversity. There are several old

symbols of  unity, and new symbols

are constantly emerging, to be seen

and recognized by all. All these uni-

fying forces need to be evaluated

and strengthened overtime.

Socio-economic and Environ-
mental Problems

India has several socio-eco-

nomic and environmental challeng-

es. India has the largest number of

poor people, childern suffering

from malnutrition, and high illiter-

acy rate among people. India’s cit-

ies are increasingly overcrowded,

unsafe and unlivable. Frequent

complaints of social unrests, riots

and killings are reported in differ-

ent parts of  the country, and often

these have happened on the slight-

est  pretext of religion, language

or caste. The problem of global

warming is also affecting all the

countries. It is making the prob-

lems of  poverty, healthcare, ine-

quality and livelihood issues all the

more complex.

Challenges as Stimulus to In-
novative thinking

Challenges often work as a

stimulus to innovative thinking. In

India’s space programe, when the

USA banned India from acquiring

Cryogenic Technology for launch-

ing space satellites, Indian Scientists

took up the challenge and devel-

oped this sensitive technology, and

have used it in some recently

launched satellites. The country is

beset with a wide range of chal-

lenges and problems. Some chal-

lenges are new and others are old,

persistent ones. There is need to use

India’s diversity to start  thinking

innovatively and creatively to meet

these challenges. There are a num-

ber of entrepreneurs who have de-

veloped innovative solutions for

poor people and are reaping the

rewards of economic and social

profits. Such young and energetic

entrepreneurs are also called socio-

preneurs.

Globalisation & Unifying forces

In today’s globalised environ-
ment, the unifying forces in India
are very relevant and have increased
their significance. However, there
is need to reinvent and redesigned

some of the institutions with the
changed technology and aspiration
level of people.

In order to allow Indian insti-
tutions and governance systems to
work for the benefit of the people,

democratic systems and federal sys-
tems should be strengthened. In
India, we need a deepening of de-
mocracy at the grass root or local
levels by strenghtening our Panchyati
system. A federal structure in a

multi state country with a wide di-
versity of resources, languages, re-
ligions and customs is therefore
desirable. More resources should
be channeled to the states for
spending at the grass root levels.

There is also a need to de-
velop institutions, which develop
a collaborative spirit and involve
citizen groups in meeting social,
political, economic, technological

& environmental challenges. qq
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T
he World Bank report pushing India 12 ranks up in doing business – 130

from 142 - is a shot in the arm for a country that has been trying hard but

could not get recognition at least within the country. It is a pointer that

government policies matter. Prime minister Narendra Modi’s policies, the report

states, has boosted confidence of the business community across the globe.

The report has even led the WB’s chief  economist, Kaushik Basu, who was

chief economic advisor to Manmohan Singh government, to comment that the

country can be among top 100 in a year. This also raises the question whether

India can really do so well, whether high expectations of  reform – infrastructure,

fiscal deficit, “restrictive’ labour regulations and financial sector – would be

achieved. Another question is whether the government can achieve all that without

giving a boost to the farm sector.

Basu underscored the role of bureaucracy in aiding or hindering the process

of bringing a more streamlined system. Basu, it seems, also has doubts about it as

many others. But if  Finance Minister Arun Jaitley is to be believed he says the

bureaucracy has been put on track and the most necessary tax reforms are being

worked out. Basu also seems to echo the feelings as he noted that the “bureaucra-

cy is now coming together with the political leadership in the country to try to

effect an important and positive change”.

Basu wants ports, roads and infrastructure are addressed. The Prime Minis-

ter has said that he is addressing all these issues through various programmes. The

right moves are being sounded. The financial sector reforms are largely in place,

both Basu and Jaitley separately stress. It has seen positive sentiments in the mar-

ket, vast reduction in fraudulent practices and largely a stable sector, if not boom-

ing. In a previous report, WB noted that the complex nature of  the labour system.

While it emphasized on its streamlining, it also stated the WB does not advocate a

regime of “automatic hire and fire” though that is what the vast majority of

The moment of

rapid development

awaits India

provided it can

address some of

the critical issues

like multiple taxes,

difficult processes

in registering

property, trading

across state

borders and

protecting minority

share holder

interests, asserts

Shivaji Sarkar

Direction is right, but ensure order in
various areas
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workers in unorganized sector ac-

tually face.

Despite this numerous foreign

companies are setting up their facil-

ities in India on account of various

government initiatives like Make in

India and Digital India. Modi has

launched the Make in India initia-

tive with an aim to boost the man-

ufacturing sector of Indian econo-

my. This initiative is expected to in-

crease the purchasing power of an

average Indian consumer, which

would further boost demand, and

hence spur development, in addi-

tion to benefiting investors. Besides,

the Government has also come up

with Digital India initiative, which

focuses on three core components:

creation of digital infrastructure,

delivering services digitally and to

increase the digital literacy.

Both manufacturing and ag-

riculture contribute about 15 per

cent to GDP. It is now proposed

to increase manufacturing contri-

bution to 25 per cent in the next

few years. But Modi has also to lay

similar stress on agriculture if the

“mission growth” has to go in the

right direction. Farm sector sustains

almost 80 crore people and the

manufacturing a far smaller num-

ber. Apart without rural growth

depended on the farm sector it

would not be easy to have the

“manufacturing mission”.

Stronger farm activities would

boost rural incomes and create

demand for manufactured goods.

That is somewhat tepid. The gov-

ernment, of late, has been toying

with the idea but policy formula-

tions have yet not been done.

The country has also seen larger

support emanating beyond its fron-

tiers. The recent Afro-India meet of

50 African countries in New Delhi

is a testimony that India enjoys their

trust. Africa, as Sudanese Foreign

Minister Ibrahim A Ghandour says,

wants India to lead a change in the

world order as also the reforms in

UN Security Council.

This is happening not because

of  diplomacy. There are bright

signs in the Indian economy. Even

among the BRICS stock markets,

steep dive is seen in Brazil, Russia

and South Africa. It is booming

only in India and China. The large

FII investments in India could be

turned into brick and mortar in-

vestment in due course.

The falling commodity prices

will have a smaller impact in India

than on Russia, Brazil, South Africa

and many western countries. India

largely is not a commodity export-

er. The effect of  reduction of  com-

modity prices is not limited to ex-

ports. It has an impact on imports

and production costs as well.

The fall in oil prices though is

creating turmoil in the Gulf  region,

India’s oil bill has halved to $ 50 bil-

lion from $ 100 billion some months

ago. This saves 5 percent of  the

GDP almost equal to the country’s

fiscal deficit. This helps Jaitley to

aver that the government would

achieve its goals despite the deficit.

The International Monetary

Fund (IMF) and the Moody’s In-

vestors Service have forecast that

India will witness a GDP growth

rate of 7.5 per cent in 2016, due to

improved investor confidence, low-

er prices and better policy reforms.

Besides, according to mid-year up-

date of  United Nations World Eco-

nomic Situation and Prospects, In-

dia is expected to grow at 7.6 per

cent in 2015 and 7.7 per cent in

2016. By 2025 the Indian economy

is projected to be about 60 per-

cent the size of  the US economy.

There are many problems as well

that the Modi government has to

address particularly on the con-

sumer prices, according to WB.

Despite that there is hope for In-

dia. China is likely to slow down

as its wages are increasing and its

exports become expensive.

The moment of rapid devel-

opment awaits India provided it

can address some of the critical

issues like multiple taxes, difficult

processes in registering property,

trading across state borders and

protecting minority share holder

interests. It has possibly to start

from the national capital region

(NCR) where movement of goods

and people are restricted by strange

laws of  adjoining states.

The GST also is not an easy

issue to resolve. But it can be done

by states agreeing to have uniform

rates across the country even with-

out a central legislation. Expecting

the muck of 70 years to be cleared

in 18 months is a tall order. But as

the WB points out the direction is

right and India has the potential to

do better in the coming years. qq

Expecting the

muck of 70 years

to be cleared in

18 months is a

tall order

View PointView PointView PointView PointView Point
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H
istorical relations between India and Africa are concerned mainly with

Eastern Africa. The colonial rule witness Mumbai as a center of ivory

trade between East Africa and Britain. Both India and Africa have been

the regions of colonial subjugation and resistance towards imperialism. Both wit-

ness the ‘political freedom’ during the same decade but have failed to draw the

convergence of interests between them along the time. The post independence

era saw bilateral engagements between both under the diplomatic dictum of ‘non

aligned movement’, ‘Afro-Asian solidarity’ and ‘South-South cooperation’.

Time and Opportunity

India’s relations with Africa have been at the bilateral, regional and continen-

tal levels. However, the nature of  relationship was never directed towards inten-

sive cooperation and engagements between both on any level at large. The reason

being that with decline in food production, rising civic unrest, low span of life,

worsening climate and deforestation, poor human development index levels Af-

rica was dubbed as a ‘Hopeless Continent’ in 2001. But the situation changed as

of now Africa has a fast-growing and strong middle class: according to Standard

Bank, around 60 million Africans have an income of $3,000 a year, and 100

million will in 2015. The rate of foreign investment has soared around tenfold in

the past decade.

The shift in diplomacy is also driven by reality that for the past decade (2001-

2011) six of  the world’s ten fastest-growing countries were African. In eight of

the past ten years, Africa has grown faster than East Asia, including Japan. (The

Economist, 2011)

The third Indo-

African Summit

sets agenda for

both the regions to

be ‘partner in

development’ for

each other’s

strategic concerns

and shared

economic benefits,

explains Abhishek

Pratap Singh

India-Africa Summit

Opportunities, Issues and Concerns
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Institutional Arrangement

The well attended and media

drawn third India Africa Forum

Summit (IAFS) from 26-29 Oc-
tober, 2015 is one of major and

strategically devised diplomatic

exercise under the Modi govern-
ment. The event was the largest dip-

lomatic event India has staged to
date, with more leaders attending

the summit than the 39 who came

for the 1983 Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meeting

hosted by Indira Gandhi.
The India Africa Forum Sum-

mit (IAFS) forms an institutional ar-
rangement for interaction between

both the regions. The recent summit

was significant because as many as
41 heads of states and officials from

54 African countries. It was a timely
opportunity for India to rejuvenate

relations with the continent that has
remained an area of ignorance in

Indian foreign policy practice.

The current summit was im-
portant in the context of the evolv-

ing development partnership, trade
and investment ties and the scope for

convergence on peace and security

issues. Similarly, the African nations

are also eager to expand defense &

security cooperation with India.

Partnership for Development

The importance of summit

and its success stems from the fact

of convergence of interests be-

tween ‘African Renaissance’ with an

aspiration towards greater syner-

gy of  interests and demands of

Indian trade and business concerns.

“This is a meeting of dreams of

one third of the humanity under

one roof,” Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi spoke at the summit.

In this backdrop, India has

forged a ‘development partnership’

with the African countries. This is

based on a ‘consultative growth

model’ and is driven by African

needs and aspirations. The focus is

on human resource development

and capacity building in Africa.

India has extended development

assistance worth $ 7.4 billion

through lines of credit given by the

Export Import bank. These lines

of credit have led to the comple-

tion of 137 projects in 41 coun-

tries across Africa. The nature of

these projects is to cater African

basic infrastructure and strengthen

delivery of  public utility services.

Bilateral trade between the two

sides has grown from $4.6 billion

in 2000 when these conclaves be-

gan, to $60 billion in 2011-12. The

target is to top $90 billion by 2015.

South Africa, remains the leading

destination for India’s exports to

Africa in 2014-15. Significantly, In-

dia’s private sector has played a piv-

otal role in the expansion of trade

relations under The chambers of

industry such as the Confederation

of  Indian Industry (CII) and Fed-

eration of Indian Chambers of

Commerce and Industry (FICCI)

through regular trade conclaves

and other necessary platforms. Sim-

ilarly, Indian investments is around

32 $ billion and spread across sec-

tors such as telecommunications,

information technology, hydrocar-

bons and agriculture.

In an effort to cement bilat-

eral relations India announced a

concessional credit of $10 billion

to Africa in the next five years – a

doubling of its existing commit-

ment– and grant assistance of $600

million for developmental needs.

The recent summit witness

commitments on cooperation in

improving farming techniques, ef-

fective and efficient management of

water resources, improve irrigation

techniques, promote investment in

agribusinesses and food processing

industry along with intensifying on-

going cooperation in developing

renewable energy generation includ-

ing solar, wind, hydro, Geo-ther-

mal and bio-mass along with build-

ing power transmission systems.

Modi called on African leaders to

join an alliance of solar-rich coun-

tries at next month’s Paris climate

conference. There were efforts to

draw African support for Indian

candidature for Security Council.

Both sides resolved to sup-

port the Continental Free Trade

Area-Negotiating Forum (CFTA-

NF) towards concluding the nego-

tiations by 2017. The summit has

adopted a Delhi Declaration 2015

and India-Africa Framework for

Strategic Cooperation covering a

range of areas including econom-

ic cooperation, agriculture, energy,

ocean economy, infrastructure, ed-

ucation, skills development and

peace and security.

Focus is on

human resource

development and

capacity

building in

Africa.

[Conitnued on page no. 30]
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A
wareness levels about conservation are finally increasing after decades of

reckless destruction in modern times, which still continues at a hectic pace.

While large swathes of habitat have been cleared across India over the

years, some examples of  conservation are the 600 odd pockets of  protected

areas that have managed to survive either partially or fully due to government

efforts. But the many community conserved areas across India that have survived

the onslaught of  unsustainable development, at least till now, is an even bigger

success story. They are often vital wildlife corridors connecting protected areas.

These have been conserved by the locals due to a variety of  factors including

economic, social and cultural, driven by the age-old sustainable philosophy and

lifestyles. The southern districts of  Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg in Konkan region of

Maharashtra are a case in point.

Southern Konkan

Until the advent of  Konkan Railway, this region was largely untouched in

terms of  “development”. While, this meant a partial lack of  economic opportu-

nities, it also ensured that the traditional green lifestyles continued without influ-

encing forces from the outside world. This in turn allowed the survival of  pristine

moist deciduous and semi evergreen forests, mangroves, creeks, coastal plateaus

and marine habitats. While reasonable development is necessary and good, if

overdone in an unsustainable form, it can play havoc with the ecosystems and

disturb the existing social fabric.

At present, this biodiversity rich region is increasingly threatened by various

unsustainable developmental activities. Hitherto untouched areas (part of  the UN

World Heritage Site of  Western Ghats), are getting degraded due to uncontrolled

urbanization in idyllic taluka towns and rural areas; changes in lifestyles, priorities

Interest and

profitability in

agriculture

through

horticultural

initiatives based on

biodiversity,

organic farming

and agro-tourism,

supplemented with

cottage and SMEs,

non-polluting

industries and

sufficient

infrastructure is

the way forward to

preserve &

participatory

conservation

model, observes

Atul Sathe

Lifestyles that promote conservation
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and beliefs; shift of population

from other areas; pollution from

industry, sewage and chemical ag-

riculture; loss of biodiversity in

agriculture due to monocultures;

large number of upcoming infra-

structure and power projects; ram-

pant mining for minerals and sand

and deforestation. But despite this

grim picture, large chunks of hab-

itat intertwined with human habi-

tation and low carbon lifestyles,

continue to survive.

Studying the role of community

Apart from its ongoing eco-

logical studies, BNHS recently con-

ducted a socio-economic study in

three talukas of Ratnagiri District,

viz. Rajapur, Dapoli and Mandan-

gad. The objective was to assess

the role of local stakeholders in

conservation, with a component

focusing on lifestyles, aspirations

and their version of development.

This study has been conducted at

a time when the rural populations

stand at the crossroads of tradi-

tional nature centric lifestyles and

apparently wasteful modern life-

styles. The findings are interesting

and surprising, though obvious in

context of rural India.

Methodology and Profile

While the socio-economic

study in Rajapur Taluka covered

20% of the total households in the

selected villages, the rapid study in

Dapoli and Mandangad talukas

covered a random mix of people

from different backgrounds. The

age group in both cases was in the

range of 30-70 years with qualifi-

cations ranging from SSC (10th

standard) to graduation and post-

graduation. A couple of respon-

dents from Dapoli taluka were

doctorates. Respondents were a

mixture of males and females and

family size was in the range of five

to 14 (joint families).

Most respondents led a rural

lifestyle with less exposure to ur-

ban concepts except through TV

and occasional visits to cities. Some

among them were unaware of the

environmental implications of hav-
ing modern infrastructure and con-
sumerist lifestyles. Some respon-
dents were financially well off and

had better exposure. Others were
from the rural middle class or low-
er middle class.

The study in Rajapur Taluka,
conducted in association with
Mumbai-based Srushtidnyan, cov-

ered nine hamlets or wadi spread
across the villages of Ansure and
Sagwe. The occupational profile of
respondents included fishing,
crab/clam collection, net weaving,
manual labour, paddy cultivation,

horticulture, food processing and
small shops.

The study in Dapoli and Man-
dangad talukas covered respon-
dents from the villages of Jalga-
on, Chikhalgaon, Kudavale, Kelshi
and Velas. Their occupational pro-

file included paddy cultivation, hor-
ticulture, food processing, cottage
and small scale industry, small
shops, teaching, writing, counsel-

ing and eco-tourism.

Idea of Development

Findings of the aspiration

component of the study reveal that

most people were satisfied with

their lifestyles in terms of  usage of

goods and services. What they re-

ally seek is better basic facilities and

sustainable opportunities. They do

not have any fancy ideas about

“world class development”. Here

is a summary of their wish list and

perception of development.

Housing/Urbanization:

Even as urbanization is leaving its

mark across the Indian countryside,

a whopping 86% respondents pre-

ferred simple good houses, while

retaining the rural/natural ambi-

ence. Just 14% preferred small
semi-urban colonies. Nobody opt-

ed for urban high-rise buildings in

their village/town.

Entertainment: Apart from

festivals, TV and mobile phones,

as much as 94% respondents from

Rajapur taluka would welcome a

small cultural/community hall in

their village for creative local art

and entertainment. Only 6% felt

that there should be a small the-

atre. In Dapoli taluka, which has

seen greater exposure to Mumbai
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and Pune, the preferences differ.

While 57% preferred a cultural/

community hall, 43% would like a

small theatre. Nobody opted for

multiplexes or theme parks.

Shopping/Eating Out: To

meet their shopping needs and an

occasional eat out session, 75% of

respondents in Rajapur taluka opt-

ed for small clean shops and res-

taurants, while 25% were satisfied

with hand carts/stalls. In Dapoli

taluka 53% were fine with hand

carts/stalls, while the rest preferred

clean shops and restaurants. No-

body wished for malls/fine-dine

restaurants.

Industrializa-

tion/Employment:

In Rajapur taluka, a

massive 94% pre-

ferred cottage indus-

tries and small and

medium enterprises

(SMEs) to supple-

ment agricultural in-

come. Only 6% felt

that non-polluting

manufacturing and ser-

vice sector should be

present. In the relatively

“developed” Dapoli

taluka 78% preferred

cottage industries/

SMEs, while the rest

were open to non-pol-

luting manufacturing

and service sector. No-

body opted for chem-

ical industries, huge utility projects,

special economic zones (SEZs)

and mining. A good example of

innovative small scale production

of fruit-based aerated drinks was

observed in Dapoli. A couple of

villages have actually stopped ille-

gal mining and have undertaken in-

itiatives such as beach clean-up.

Tourism: The coastal region

of Konkan has immense

tourism potential and most

locals are aware of  this.

Nearly 94% opted for na-

ture-based or agro tourism.

Only 6% felt that hotels

with urban facilities should

be set up. Nobody opted

for five-star hotels. The Tur-

tle Festival of  Velas has be-

come an immensely pop-

ular win-win option that

provides self employment

and ensures sea turtle con-

servation. Boat rides in Va-

sishthi River near Chiplun

to spot Marsh Crocodiles

and bird trails in mango groves and

adjoining forests are also gaining

momentum.

Educational Facilities: Re-

garding educational facilities, 94%

preferred good SSC board school

and junior college in their village

and higher education facilities at the

taluka/district place. Nobody

wished for ICSE, CBSE or inter-

national schools. Informal voca-

tional and field education is also
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prevalent. Recently some locals

identified 70 plant species in a 10

guntha plot during a trial survey.

Roads: Roads are indeed the

harbingers of  prosperity, if  a bal-

anced growth model accompanies

them. For a remote and hilly ter-

rain like southern Konkan, roads

are important. In an era of high

speed transport, 89% respondents

were happy with good all weather

tar roads. Only 12% wished for

highways or expressways in their

vicinity.

Mode of  Transport: In a

globalized world where distances

are shrinking, 80% respondents pre-

ferred walking or cycling for short

distances and state transport bus-

es, rickshaws and motorbikes for

longer distances. About 10% pre-

ferred railway for longer distanc-

es, while just 10% wished to

own a car. Almost nobody

wished for an airport in their

district.

Public Place Lighting:

While most cities and towns

have excessive night time light-

ing, which is not good for

health, some villages lack sufficient

lighting to avoid snake bites and

accidents. Nearly 91% respondents

felt that adequate public place light-

ing would fulfill their needs, while

the rest felt that some additional light-

ing was preferable. Solar street lights

at prominent places are already vis-

ible in most villages. A couple of

villages partially use solar lights even

in houses. Nobody opted for flashy

neon signs, brilliantly lit sign boards

and flood lights that convert the

night into a day.

Idea of Success

Uniformity and
balance in thinking and
priorities of life was ob-
served across different
social, economic, gender
and age groups. Their
low carbon lifestyle is

based on the philosophy of living

in sync with nature. Outside expo-

sure from Ratnagiri and Chiplun

towns, Mumbai and from around

the world (through media) contin-

ues to grow. But still they seem to

be largely happy and contented.

Here is an analysis of their idea of
success on various fronts.

Money/Location: A decent
standard of living is an obvious

pursuit for most people, coupled

with a location that is conducive

for loving. In Rajapur ta-

luka, 94% respondents

preferred to lead a well-

to-do life in their native

village, taluka or district;

while this proportion

was 73% in Dapoli talu-

ka. In Rajapur taluka just

6% looked forward to

a rich lifestyle in their native area

and nobody was interested in big

city life. In Dapoli taluka, 26% pre-

ferred migrating to a city. Never-

theless migration to urban areas is

tapering off and a sizeable num-

ber of people stay back, engaged

in promising occupations.

Lifestyle: In today’s times,

lifestyle choices are plenty and the

fast paced glamorous urban life

attracts many. However, among the

respondents, nearly 92% opted for

a balanced holistic lifestyle, as

against fast city life. Moreover,

these villages continue to use local

resources sustainably.
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Priorities: Nearly 90% re-

spondents preferred to be in the

company of nature, family and

friends; with enough time for hob-

bies and arts; along with work.

Only a small fraction craved for

fame/status and latest gadgets. In-

cidentally, some villages have a

weak mobile network, which also

means less radiation hazards.

Role of Festivals and Traditions

Celebrations are an integral

part of human life. Most Indian

festivals in their original form are

in line with the agrarian and eco-

friendly lifestyles of  yesteryears.

The original concept behind most

festivities had scientific relevance,

depicted in symbolic forms for the

benefit of the layman. Here are

two examples of  conservation ori-

ented festivities.

Vat Pournima: This festival,

which entails worship of Banyan

(Ficus bengalensis) by married wom-

en for the longevity of their hus-

bands and an everlasting marital

bond; is celebrated widely.

Among the respondents (or

their wives), about 80% wor-

shipped the tree without

knowing its ecological impor-

tance. The rest worshipped it

and also knew that it seques-

ters carbon and controls tem-

perature. They knew that the tree

was protected due to this tra-

dition. Nobody lopped off

branches for worship, as is

wrongly done in cities.

Narali Pournima: This

event is celebrated in the coast-

al areas towards the end of

monsoon by offering a coco-

nut to the sea and preparing coco-

nut sweets. The rough sea calms

down around this time and the fes-

tival signals the end of the volun-

tary monsoon fishing ban. This sus-

tainable tradition among fishermen

during the fish breeding season en-

sures that the future catch is not de-

stroyed forever. Among the re-

spondents, 69% just followed

rituals, while the rest 31% also

knew that the important marine

ecology should be preserved

through such sensible harvest-

ing traditions.

Other widely celebrated festi-

vals included Ganpati, Holi, Nag

Panchami, Dasra and Diwali. Near-

ly 87% respondents celebrated these

in a modest and traditional way,

without causing pollution or dam-

age to flora and fauna, unlike peo-

ple in cities. About 67% also appre-

ciated and believed in the ancient

Indian wisdom that all living

and non-living entities are divine

and important for maintaining

the balance of nature. The fes-

tivals highlighted the impor-

tance of various medicinal

plants, natural colours and

snakes as destroyers of  pests.

Smoke from lamps that burn on

particular bitter oil during Ganpati

processions kills coconut boring

pests. Respondents were also aware

about the importance of sacred

groves, even as they are gradually

depleting.

The way ahead

Going forward, what needs

to be seen is whether the locals con-

tinue with their green lifestyles or

embrace the model of reckless de-

velopment. Level of interest and

profitability in agriculture needs to

be boosted through horticultural

initiatives based on biodiversity, or-

ganic farming and agro-tourism.

This should be supplemented with

cottage and SMEs, non-polluting

industries and sufficient infrastruc-

ture. Value-based education that

emphasizes on promoting the age-

old practical philosophy, eco-friend-

ly traditions and sustainable lifestyles,

along with vocational skill en-

hancement and adoption of rele-

vant technology, is very important.

“Think global, act local” should be

the focus if this participatory con-

servation model has to survive.
The author works as Assistant Director-

Education & Communication at BNHS-India

and views expressed are personal. He can be

contacted on atulsathe@yahoo.com
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Y
et again, a conference under the aegis of  the United Nations is underway

in Paris from November 30 to discuss and solve the problem of climate

change or, in other words, to save life on this earth. Rising pollution and

temperature levels are a reality world over, and this menace has been affecting

people globally endangering life on this planet. Long summers, deficit and un-

timely rains, devastating floods etc present a big danger to humanity. In cities,

pollution has reached an unsustainable level, whereby humans find it difficult to

even breathe. There is no doubt that the emission of green house gases (GHGs),

which results in rising temperature, has been causing the melting of glaciers and

rise in sea levels. This in aggregate is termed as ‘climate change’. If  the same

conditions persist in future, it may take only a few more decades (not centuries) to

destroy humanity on earth. 

People, especially in the developed countries, are themselves responsible for

this situation that has increased their energy consumption, and thereby the emis-

sion of  GHGs, to dangerous levels. It is notable that the consumption of  indus-

trial goods has been rising enormously; also resulting in peaking of  emission lev-

els. All this had led to an increase in temperature of  the earth, what we refer to as

‘global warming’. 

By 2013, the total emission of carbon dioxide had reached a record 35.3

billion tonnes and it has been rising continuously since. It is estimated that if the

earth’s temperature is not allowed to increase beyond 2 per cent from its present

level, the emission of  GHGs will have to be reduced by 3 per cent annually.

Pollution and other climate change statistics – such as a fast depleting Antarctic ice

cover, constantly rising temperature, rising emission levels – are sounding the

alarm bells for the impending devastation of  our world. 

At the initiative of  the UN, efforts began towards coping with this menace.

The United Nations Climate Change Conference (UNCCC), held every year, ulti-

After its initial

expiry, though

there was a

consensus to

extend the Kyoto

Protocol till 2015,

the proposal for a

second extension

till 2020 is getting

a cold response

from the developed

world, finds

Dr. Ashwani

Mahajan

Stand resolute for humanity
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mately resulted in the Kyoto Pro-

tocol which was adopted unani-

mously in 1997. According to the

agreement, the target was to reduce

the combined emissions to 5 per

cent below the 1990 level. 

After the expiry of commit-

ment period of the Kyoto Proto-

col, in 2012 Doha conference,

countries of the European Union

offered to reduce their emissions.

However, other developed coun-

tries did not support these propos-

als; rather they indicated that they

were not interested in reducing the

emission of  GHGs. 

The Kyoto Agreement, per-

haps, is the only agreement in

which, even though the US decid-

ed to opt out, most of the other

developed countries committed to

reduce their emission levels. After

its initial expiry, though there was

a consensus to extend the Kyoto

Protocol till 2015, the proposal for

a second extension till 2020 is get-

ting a cold response from the de-

veloped world. 

The Doha (Qatar) 2012, War-

saw (Poland) 2013 and Lima (Peru)

2014 conferences ended almost in

a fiasco with no encouraging re-

sults. Discussions about the impact

of climate change did take place,

but without any solid plan to deal

with the menace. 

In 2013 Warsaw conference,

132 countries walked out in sup-

port of their demand that devel-

oped countries provide $100 bil-

lion annually to developing and un-

derdeveloped countries to com-

pensate them for their losses from

global warming and to help them

adopt technology to reduce their

emission levels. The Lima confer-

ence in 2014 discussed how to re-

duce GHG emissions to a level

where the global temperature does

not increase by more than 2°C by

2050. 

Bitter experience 

Industrialisation and the ever-
increasing consumption of the de-
veloped countries, resulting in ris-
ing global temperature and sea lev-
el has been compelling developing
countries to demand funds from
the developed countries to deal with
the repercussions of climate change.
Developed countries promised in
2009 that by the year 2020, they
will provide $100 billion annually.
However, the experience so far is
that the countries are receiving
hardly $20 billion annually. 

There is neither any agreement
on a ‘roadmap’ to raise a fund of
$100 billion by 2020 nor are the de-
veloped countries ready to make any
commitment to this effect. Coun-
tries like India, Brazil, China, South
Africa etc are unhappy with the at-
titude of the developed world. 

They are not very hopeful

about the outcome of the next

conference proposed in Paris, for

they feel that the developed coun-

tries have been trying to push this

conference to failure. In the mean-

while, the US and China have

signed an agreement to mutually

reduce their GHG emissions, mak-

ing it further difficult to have a glo-

bal agreement on climate change. 

In a global GDP of $75,000

billion, 67.8 per cent is held by rich

countries where only 18.3 per cent

of the population lives, while mid-

dle-income countries, with 69.7 per

cent population, get merely 31.4

per cent. Poor countries, whose per

capita income is less than $664 and

where 12 per cent of  the world’s

population lives, get a meagre 0.8

per cent of  world’s GDP. For rich

countries to provide $100 billion

annually to poor countries by 2020

is not a very big deal. 

Poor countries today face the

twin challenge of climate change

and development, and hence need

greater support from the devel-

oped world. However, unfortu-

nately, rich countries and the mar-

ket are both insensitive towards the

groan of  humanity. If  they contin-

ue to ignore the issue of climate

change and their primary duty to

extend support, the end of human

life is imminent. qq

12% world population
living in Poor

countries, having per
capita income less
than $664 get a

meagre 0.8 per cent of
world’s GDP
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W
e all know Swadeshi Jagaran Manch (SJM) was launched almost 24

years back on 22.11.1991 in Nagpur by activists from various organi-

zations under the guidance of Dattopant Thengdi who had earlier found-

ed Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh, Bharatiya Kisan Sangh and Sarva Panth Samadar

Manch, among others. Quarter of  a century later it will be instructive to review

the circumstances that led to the formation of  SJM and its rapid spread and

building up of  a credible clout as well as impact during the first few years.

Western world’s need for new trade and investment regime

During the 1980s the growth of western countries began to falter particular

because the almost captive markets of independent Asian and African countries

became difficult since those countries tried to promote their own enterprises.

Also the hitherto cheap and abundant raw materials from these countries started

becoming costlier as they starting waking up and also needed these for their own

industries. Also by the early eighties, the U S and European nations found them-

selves outnumbered in the UN by the third world and therefore unable to pursue

their own agenda.

After deliberations by MNCs and reports by several think tanks, the solution

they arrived at was a new trade organization which can be used to curb the free-

dom of the large number of newly independent countries to regulate their inter-

national trade on the terms favourable to western industrialized countries. Uru-

guay Round of GATT was launched in 1986 to promote such a trading arrange-

ment. The result was the now infamous Dunkel draft presented on 15th Dec.1991.

In the name of  Free Trade, it proposed a truly oppressive World Trade Organi-

zation (WTO) binding the third world nations hand and foot, in all departments

of  their national economies. It had to be accepted or rejected in toto under pain of

virtual boycott by the signatory nations of  GATT.

It will be

instructive to

review the

circumstances that

led to the

formation of SJM

and its rapid

spread and

building up of a

credible clout as

well as impact

during the first few

years, says

Ravindra Mahajan

Early years of Swadeshi Jagaran Manch
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National Campaign against
Dunkel Draft

When Dunkel Draft was pre-

sented to member countries of

GATT and others in 1991, a de-

bate started on it in the West. But

for curious reasons Bharatiya gov-

ernment never made it public nor

initiated public discussion even

when everybody sensed that this will

be a big game changer in favour

of  developed Western countries.

The social activists in Bharat had to

obtain initial copies from abroad.

Bharat and other third world

nations were at first opposed to

signing this unequal treaty. Soon

however the Rajiv Gandhi govern-

ment was pressurized into agree-

ment. Instead of sticking to the

independent stand and providing

leadership to the third world coun-

tries, Bharatiya government capit-

ulated at this crucial juncture and

betrayed our national interests in

the process. All the governments

at the center which followed in rap-

id succession, including those un-

der V P Singh, Deve Gowda,

Chandra Shekhar meekly surren-

dered to the blackmail by the rich

nations through the instrumentali-

ty of  the WB and IMF. WTO was

thus forced upon the third world.

(A graphic description of this

blackmail, betrayal and surrender

is given in the book India on Sale

by Chitra Subramanian).

National scene at the time of
SJM formation

During the first forty years of

independence, largely under the

socialist policies of the ruling con-

gress party, the country was reel-

ing under corruption and inefficien-

cy bred by the licence-quota-per-

mit raj.  The creative energies of

people were throttled by this bu-

reaucratic red tapism resulting in all

round shortages. It took years to

get a telephone connection or a

cooking gas connection. Scarce

jobs and even school and college

admissions were breeding ground

for corruption.

The precious foreign ex-

change was splurged on uncalled

for imports and slowly the foreign

exchange reserves depleted to a

dangerous low. Country had to

face the ignominy to move a sub-

stantial amount of government

gold stock to a London bank at

the behest of  creditors.

During June 1991 the then

new central government under PM

Narasimha Rao and FM Manmo-

han Singh chose a new path of

capitalistic market economy for

national develoment. After 43 years

of travel on the path of socialistic

pattern, a path recommended by

& pressed for by IMF, WB & al-

lied countries, was acceded to.

The country was crying for

restraint on destructive imports

and internal liberalization. But it

was thrust with globalization and

competition with MNCs with large

financial clout.

The subtle difference between

what we asked for, needed and

what we got was deliberately

blurred by foreign-dominated pro-

paganda machine. There was a ju-

bilant reception by certain quarters

in bureaucracy, industrialists, pro-

fessionals & media. Political class

was stunned but quickly recovered

to back the new line & even tried

to claim credit for the change with-

out much analysis & forethought.

They were soon to be disillu-

sioned. The famous Bombay Club

was to talk about lack of “Level

playing field”. Outsiders walked in

with weighty allurements while se-

nior leaders of Indian Industries

cooled their heels outside the min-

isterial offices and homes waiting

for an audience. Unscrupulous bro-

kers promoting Enrons and collab-

orating with FIIs ruled the roost.

Deliberations leading to forma-
tion of Swadeshi Jagaran Manch

In 1989 Late Shri Manharb-
hai Mehta of Bharatiya Mazdoor
Sangh   authored a book titled
“Struggle against Foreign Eco-
nomic Imperialism’’ and invited the
readers to partake in this War of
Economic Independence.

A number of years earlier
Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh, Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad and
other organisations had already
started public meetings and pro-
cessions dealing with this subject.
As early as 1981 a huge rally under
the chairmanship of  Dattopant
Thengadi was held at the Delhi
Boat club to consider  “Foreign
Threat to Economic Indepen-
dence, Forms of  Attack and the
Attention It Demands’’.

Scarce jobs and

even school and

college

admissions were

breeding ground

for corruption.
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Activists from organizations like

BMS, BKS, BJP etc. along with those

from VHP etc. deliberated in sever-

al meetings on the emerging foreign

threat of economic exploitation and

domination. Several independent

thinkers like Dr. M.G.Bokare were

consulted too. It was also realized

that event if the threat appears to

be economic it will engulf the en-

tire way of life in the third world

countries. A concerted cooperative

effort to resist this imposition

through arousal of public opinion

with some direct action at ground

level was necessary. In view of  this

huge task it was felt that a Manch

devoting full attention to this cause

needs to be launched.

Swadehi Jagaran Manch
comes into being

Thus these few far sighted
activists realizing the enormity of

the coming dangers, launched the

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch on 22nd

November 1991 in Nagpur. The

Manch provided a much needed
platform for like-minded organiza-

tions to come together and examine
the developing economic scene,

make informed and well considered

decisions in the interest of the na-
tion, devise measures to educate the
public and mount agitations and
protests wherever necessary to stall
the economic aggression.

The major organizations who

participated to form SJM were

Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh, Bharatiya

Kisan Sangh, Akhil Bharatiya Gra-

hak Panchayat, Laghu Udyog Bha-

rati, Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Sahakar

Bharati. Even Bharatiya Janata Par-

ty also participated in SJM at the

time of  its formation. Many others

soon joined. Bharatiya Mazdoor

Sangh was better equipped for the

immediate task of SJM as it was

already working against foreign eco-

nomic imperialism for several years.

Dr. M.G.Bokare, a renowned

economist & ex-Vice Chancellor of

Nagpur University headed it since

inception. Soon SJM began oper-

ating in all the major states & was

represented in about half the dis-

tricts in the country. Dattopant

Thengdi was guiding the activities

and inspiring karyakartas to put in

their best. Madandasji Devi act-

ed as Co-Convener.

Since its inception, SJM set

upon itself the following three

major tasks:

1. Studying national & internation-

al economic scene & work to-

wards raising public conscious-

ness regarding dangers to the

Swadeshi spirit.

2. Resisting wrong tendencies, ac-

tions & policies of government

& other bodies undermining

national spirit – particularly na-

tional sovereignty & self-reli-

ance. If  necessary, to conduct

campaigns & agitation.

3. To initiate debates & formulate

alternative development policies

to reflect Swadeshi spirit & the

need of the hour in the light of

national & international situation

as well as future aspirations of

the nation.

The activities of Swadeshi Ja-

garan Manch were open to all those

who had national interest at their

heart. They could be of any caste,

creed, persuasion or political or

ideological group.

To suit the task at hand and
joining of organizations of varied

background a Manch-type organi-

zational structure was decided upon
at each level. It generally consisted

of a Convener with a group of
persons from various organizations

forming a Sanchalan Samiti. Deci-

sions were unanimously taken by
Sanchalan Samiti at each appropri-

ate level after deliberations. SJM
karyakartas sought guidance of ac-
tive Sarvodaya leaders at various
levels. They also invited various so-
cialist leaders and karyakartas to join
the cause and got a good response.

Kendriya Sanchalan Samit met
every two or three months and
passed resolutions on all important
developments  in the economic and
related fields like media and enter-
tainment, education and training,

foreign policy and the like. SJM has
taken up several specific causes and
launched successful agitations on
several issues. A number of  nation-
al level seminars, lectures, and train-
ing programmes were conducted

by the Manch all over the country.
Monograms and booklets were

published on important issues.

SJM Thinking

Several small and extended

Chintan baithaks were held and

outline of SJM thinking was dis-

seminated to karyakartas through

The activities of

Swadeshi Jagaran

Manch were open

to all those who

had national

interest at their

heart.
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the Abhyas Vargas at various lev-

els. Some important points were

stressed as below:

1. Swadeshi in its widest sense is

the best national philosophy for

the rapid & the real national

progress.

2. National solutions devised by

us after due deliberations are re-

quired to solve national prob-

lems: To copy is to be second

rate. Only Swadeshi can make

us first-rate nation in the world.

3. Swadeshi means belief in our-

selves, our capabilities, our in-

ner strength. Only Bharatiyas

with Swadeshi spirit can make

this nation great.

4. Arousal of  JANACHETANA

as the primary means to spur

development. Janachetana

means a mental frame of mind

where even common people

are inspired by the urge to im-

prove & are ever prepared to

work for their upliftment &

realization of  goals. Formula-

tion & implementation of de-

velopment plans shall be basi-

cally at local levels.

5. Globalization, liberalization,

privatization etc. are only means

to attain national goals & they

are not an end in themselves &

certainly are not to be practised

blindly or under threat.

6. Foreign MNCs come here to

conduct business & earn prof-

it. Development of nation is

least on their mind. They are

only an incidental factor in na-

tional affairs. We should never

formulate policies to accord

them the central place or as per

their propaganda or demands.

7. We welcome knowledge from

all quarters of the world but any

foreign knowledge or technol-

ogy has to be assessed for its

appropriateness & is then to be

suitably adapted if  it serves na-

tional interests.

8. Increase in production of de-

sirable goods only within the

sustaining capacity of the envi-

ronment. Eco-friendly efforts

must continue to enlarge this

sustaining capacity. Also equita-

ble distribution & affordable as

well as restrained consumption

need be stressed all the time.

9. Decentralization to the extent

feasible as it is in tune with hu-

man systems.
10. The productive work to be the

best assurance for an individual
or family in meeting basic needs

& advancement in the chosen
field. PRODUCTIVE WORK
& EDUCATION TO ALL
will be the basis for schemes.

11. Efficiency, productivity & qual-
ity need to be continuously pur-
sued in right channels.

For the thoughts about
Swadeshi and criteria to decide
whether the article is Swadeshi
please refer to Annexures 1 and 2.

Publication of books like
“Swadeshi View of Globaliza-

tion” by Dayakrishna and “Hindu
Economics” by Dr.M.G.Bokare
laid bare the dangers of mindless
globalization and enhanced confi-
dence about efficacy of our own

thinking and solutions.

Swadeshi Abhiyans of 1991 and
1994

Hindu Mela of 1867 was an

effort in Bengal to revive Swadeshi

enterprise and the spirit. Great lead-

ers such as Nabagopal  Mitra, Ra-

jnarayan Basu, Bankimchandra, Bi-

pinchandra Pal, Yogi Aurobindo,

Sister Nivedita, Dadabhai Nowrojee,

Justice Ranade, Gopal Krishna

Gokhale, Lokmanya Tilak, Veer Sa-

varkar, Subramanyam Bharati and

Mahatama Gandhi have immense-

ly contributed to the promotion of

Swadeshi. Rashtriya Swayamsevak

Sangh (RSS) was established in

1925. RSS prescribed Swadeshi Way

of Life as a Principle. Swadeshi

connotations of the memories of

Dr. Hedgewar are too well known.

Pt. Deendayal Upadhyay in his pub-

lic address in Mumbai enunciated

“Integral Humanism” in April 1965

which also stressed the importance

of Swadeshi.

SJM tried to build on this leg-

acy. An intensive Swadeshi Jagaran

Abhiyan was planned in Decem-

ber 1991 itself to take the message

of  Swadeshi once again to masses.

Stress was laid on use of Swadeshi

goods which could be readily act-

ed upon by willing citizens. With

backing of RSS this first Abhiyan

was quite a success and reportedly

sales of some foreign toothpastes

etc. noticeably came down. The

highlight of the Abhiyan was both

door-to-door contact and Swadeshi

Pheries with distribution of lists of

Swadeshi goods to be bought and

Videshi goods to be shunned. To

keep up the tempo of work and

maintain favourable atmosphere for

Swadeshi a nationwide

Second Swadeshi Abhiyan

was conducted in 1994 on the

strength of karyakartas of the con-

stituent organizations. A booklet on

FAQs (frequently asked questions)

about Swadeshi also proved handy

to answer queries of  doubters.

As it was realized that the for-

eign economic threat would not

remain limited to the economic

field, organizations like Akhil

Bharatiya Vidyarthee Parishad,

Shaikshik Mahasangh, Vidya Bha-

rati etc. too participated enthusias-

tically in the Swadeshi Abhiyans.

To be concluded ......
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Fall in Exchange Rate

The fall on Indian- bourses and decline

in Re value was solely led by a sharp sell-off

by foreign institutional investors who sold

Indian equities worth a net of Rs 5,275 crore

Monday. On Friday, they had sold equities

worth a net of Rs 2,299 crore. But a sell-off

of such a paltry value has brought such a de-

cline reflects our total fragility to such exter-

nal tremors badly exposing our vulnerability

for foreign funds. Moreover, this sell-off  also

saw the rupee decline to a new two-year low

of 66.65. This leads to our blackmail and suc-

cumbing to the dictates of  foreign investors. It was the consequent fall in oil

prices that has helped us to remain afloat by reduced oil import bill. On the global

front, the Brent crude fell to a new six-and-a half year low of $43.2 per barrel,

offering life giving respite to Indian economy which is a net commodity importer.

FDI is not a Growth Driver

Coming back to the issue of revival of domestic sector, the chances to

revive our growth from enhanced FDI and by deriving any significant advantage

out of Chinese crash are bleak due to our policy bias in favour for foreign invest-

ments. As reported in the Economic Times on October 5, in the news item cov-

ering the interview of  the economic affairs secretary that India is rolling out red

carpet for overseas investment with sweeping foreign investment policy reforms

and quicker approval. According to the Economic Affairs Secretary the Foreign

Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) will now meet twice a month to speed up

approvals, signaling the clear intent of the government to push ahead with re-

forms on a wide range of  issues.

The foreign direct investment (FDI) policy is being reviewed to make it

simple and put the maximum possible sectors on the automatic route, obviating

the need for government approval. But, it should be borne in mind that FDI is

not the driver of  overall investment and growth in the country. There are instanc-

es, when FDI and overall investment levels have moved in opposite directions

quite significantly. For instance between FY06 and FY07, FDI flows jumped 2.5

times, but, gross capital formation rose just 22% ; in FY08, FDI rose 52% while

gross capital formation rose 23% and, in FY13, FDI fell to 26% digressed quite

significantly. Between FY06 and FY07, for instance, FDI flows jumped 2.5 times

but gross capital formation rose just 22%; in FY08, FDI rose 52% while gross

capital formation rose 23% and, in FY13, FDI fell 26% while gross capital for-

mation rose 7%. In overall terms, gross capital formation has fallen from 38% of

Chances to revive

our growth from

enhanced FDI and

by deriving any

significant

advantage out of

Chinese crash are

bleak due to our

policy bias in

favour for foreign

investments,

concludes

Prof.Bhagwati

Prakash Sharma

Current Economic Downtrend

Need of a Timely Turnaround

PERSPECTIVEPERSPECTIVEPERSPECTIVEPERSPECTIVEPERSPECTIVE
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GDP in FY08 to a mere 28.7% in

FY15—it is this that explains the

collapse in GDP growth. While

there are no early estimates as to

how capital formation will look in

FY16, ratings agency Crisil’s pro-

jections don’t show any early re-

vival—for its sample of 22 large

sectors, Crisil is looking at a 2%

contraction in FY16 and only a

mild recovery in FY17 when it is

looking at a 7% increase, a num-

ber which means a further reduc-

tion in the investment-GDP ratio.

Nor is that particularly surprising

since capacity utilization levels re-

main as low as 65-70% in sectors

like automobiles and cement, or

given how leveraged India Inc is

and how cash-strapped banks are.

There is no reason to cheer over

the recent of FT data of FDI,

Government  has a long haul

ahead in cleaning up the domestic

investment environment—this

means freeing up gas prices, get-

ting states to repay loans of bank-

rupt SEBs, giving telecom compa-

nies more spectrum, clearing stuck

projects, and a lot more. Domes-

tic investment has to lead the way,

not foreign investment. In FY15,

keep in mind; FDI was under 8%

of  total investment in the country.

Between 2013 and 2014, for

instance, FDI into the US fell from

$231 billion to $92 billion. But, US

growth rate was strongest at 2.4%

in 2014 ever since the onset of re-

cession in 2008. The FT data for

other countries are also quite dif-

ferent from the UNCTAD data.

For instance,, for 2014, FT says the

US got ust $51 billion while the

UNCTAD talks of $92 billion.

The Financial Times’ data

about flow of $31 billion FDI into

India in first half of 2015 (Jan-

June-2015), even leaving China and

US behind by $ 3 and $4 billion

respectively, needs to be taken with

caution. According to the UK-

based daily the Financial Times

(FT), said to have been circulated

by the finance ministry to the me-

dia, according to PTI, India has

surpassed even US and China as

the biggest Foreign Direct Invest-

ment (FDI) destination, garnering

$31 billion investments compared

with $28 billion attracted by Chi-

na and $27 billion by the US. In

the first half of 2014, India had

received $12 billion worth FDIs,

thus more than doubling the kitty

in this year first half.

There is a big question mark

as to how the FT arrived at the $31

billion figure?  According to

Dinesh Unnikrishnan of the

Firstpost.com the FT’s compilation

possibly included the estimated in-

vestments and the domestic capi-

tal expenditure commitments by

foreign companies operating in

India. Even then, there is a huge

difference between the data put

out by the DIPP and the Reserve

Bank of India (RBI) on FDI and

what has been reported by FT.

Contrary to the Financial

Times’ data, the Indian govern-

ment’s DIPP website states that

the total FDI investments, India

received in January-June period of

2015 was $19.4 billion and in the

whole of 2014, the country re-

ceived $28.8 billion. In 2013, In-

dia received $22 billion FDI and

$22.8 billion in 2012. According to

the RBI data, India received $18.9

billion in the first half of 2015 and

$26.4 in 2014 and $25.6 in 2013.

However it would not be out of

place to mention that in the

whole of last year (2014), China re-

ceived FDIs worth $ 75 billion,

while US received $51 billion, it

was of no avail.

Revival of Investment: A Major
problem

The slowing pace of indige-
nous investments do not assure of
any spurt to elevate potential for
growth in near future, unless the in-
digenous investors are given an edge

over foreign investors by reorient-
ing our policies for an internal bias.
We can kickstart output, invest-
ments, employment, income, de-
mand and growth, if we can en-
sure a bigger share for the domes-

tic industry alone in adding new
solar power capacity envisaged to
be raised from the present 3.3 gig
watt (GW) to 100 GW at an in-
vestment of $100 billion. But, then
we have to overcome the tempta-

tion of bringing FDI in a bigway
into this sector and also plan for
effective anti-dumping duty
against cheap dumping by foreign
players. Otherwise there would not
be any such other opportunity to

revive domestic investments.
In this regard the recent study

by the Reserve Bank of  India on

PerspectivePerspectivePerspectivePerspectivePerspective
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private corporate investment

trends, is quite worrisome.  The

study indicates about an intensify-

ing contraction in capital expendi-

tures in FY15 and the drying out

of pipeline investments in FY16

need to be taken seriously. Sagging

investments for the fourth consec-

utive year from FY12, raises seri-

ous questions about any quick turn-

around in investments, unless sops

are offered to have sustainable

growth investments and potential

rise in India’s output, current as well

as future. A negative rate of capi-

tal accumulation is going to affect

the country’s capacity for sustained

GDP growth, not only in short

term but in the medium term as

well. As per the report, the funds

raised from all sources (banks, oth-

er financial institutions, all type of

external borrowings, equity) all are

on decline, except internal accru-

als, private placements and foreign

direct investments, which are visi-

ble but, a minor fraction. Moreover,

excess foreign direct investments are

a bane and not the boon for the

economy in the medium or long

term. The capex by corporates has

contracted 27% in FY15 year-on-

year; both the number of  firms

(830) and estimated capex costs (Rs.

1.5 trillion) have fallen, when com-

pared to FY14 (1,065 firms, Rs 2.1

trillion). Secondly, it was the fourth

successive annual decline, and the

pace of shrinkage has doubled i.e.

the capex has dropped 27% vis-a-

vis 13.2% in FY14. Thirdly the

fresh investments in new projects

in FY15 too have plunged by a

hefty 25.5 percentage points, the

PerspectivePerspectivePerspectivePerspectivePerspective

share in total costs declining to

39.7% from 65.2% in FY14. Be-

sides, the most worrying indicator

on investments front by far is the

drying out of pipeline projects for

FY16, as reflected from capex

plans up to last year. Therefore,

unless the investments revive, no

sustainable economic turnaround

can be hoped in immediate future.

Moreover, contrary to the

common belief that the public sec-

tor undertakings (PSUs) of the cen-

tral government are raising invest-

ments, their capital expenditures

(capex) have declined in 2014-15.

A survey of  the Business Standard

Published on September 21, 2015

dispels this myth, as the capex has

declined by 24% in the last fiscal.

This report is given in annexure 1.

Concluded.

Chinese Angle

The year 2006 marked the

turning point in mutual relationship

and nature of  ‘China’s African Pol-

icy’. The same year a white paper

on Africa was published by the

Chinese government and in the

same year China became Africa’s

third largest trading partner. More-

over, between 2000 and 2012,

China undertook development

projects worth $84 billion in Afri-

ca. Nevertheless, India lacks the

material capabilities and the pro-

file to emulate or directly compete

with China in Africa. However, the

shift in Chinese diplomacy from

‘non-interventionist state’ to ‘con-

flict resolver’ in African affairs has

not gone well with African com-

munity. Considering Indian geo-

graphical proximity and commu-

nity presence India holds social

advantage over segregated Chinese

‘labour diaspora’ that has often led

to protests in Africa. India could

possibly explore long term   spe-

cific sectors in which India’s rela-

tively untapped added value can be

transformed into a strategic advan-

tage over China. Investment from

India accounted for six per cent ,

compared to three per cent from

China, of all Greenfield projects

in Africa in the period 2009-14.

The African countries have de-

veloped the ‘Africa Integrated Mari-

time Strategy 2050’ towards dealing

with the maritime security challeng-

es and develop the blue economy

blends well with the Modi govern-

ments focus on ocean governance.

With long coast lines both the regions

must strive to work together for

greater security and peace over the

seas against piracy and drug traffick-

ing. The Chinese have raced ahead

in terms of  project implementation

in comparison to India where there

are complaints of poor delivery of

projects from Indian side.

Conclusion

The time is right to set the

future course of bilateral relation-

ship. In this scenario as the summit

concludes with a successful note

both the regions must strive to be

a ‘partner in development’ for each

other’s strategic concerns and

shared economic benefits with

peace and dignity. As Prime Min-

ister Modi said in the end, “We will

work with you to realize your vi-

sion of a prosperous Africa based

on inclusive growth, empowered

citizens and sustainable develop-

ment an integrated and culturally

vibrant Africa and, a peaceful and

secure Africa, which has its right-

ful global place,”. qq

Author is Doctoral Candidate, School of

International Studies (CEAS), Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi.

Opportunities, Issues and .....
[Conitnued from page no. 16]
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T
he Supreme Court has asked the Government to establish criterion for

admissions to higher educational institutions and end reservations in these

admissions. The Court has said that these reservations are harming nation-

al interest. Less competent students are getting admissions and the entire higher

education system is becoming mediocre. These observations of  the Court are

most welcome. But they ignore the bigger harm to national interest because of

the loot of  the nation by government servants that is leading to demands for

reservations by even forward communities and splitting the nation into parts.

The demand for reservations is rooted the huge salaries, perks and grease

money collected by the government servants. Indeed, reservations are also ap-

plied in educational institutions and elections but these are not the key demand of

the ongoing agitations. The focus on government jobs is not new. Mahatma Jyoti-

rao Phule had demanded proportional representation in government jobs while

making representation to the Hunter Commission as early as 1882. A Notification

in 1902 created 50% reservation in services for backward classes in the State of

Kolhapur. The story continues till today. The Mandal Commission was mainly

focused on reservations in government jobs. Youth immolated themselves as they

felt deprived of  the booty of  government jobs. The Gujjar and Jat agitations

were centered on the demand for reservations in government jobs. They wanted

five percent reservation in government jobs for their communities.

The demand for reservation in government jobs has little to do with en-

abling individuals of the backward communities to get into key positions to help

their brothers. There is a wealth of  anecdotal evidence that most individuals from

the backward classes develop a negative attitude towards their own communities.

I was visiting the Dangs District in Gujarat recently in connection with a study

relating to the Ramayana. My friends from the tribal community initially men-

tioned that two professors from their community were knowledgeable about the

Loot by government servants behind
reservations

SPOT LIGHTSPOT LIGHTSPOT LIGHTSPOT LIGHTSPOT LIGHT

The demand for

reservation in

government jobs

has little to do with

enabling individuals

of the backward

communities to get

into key positions to

help their brothers,

finds Dr Bharat

Jhunjhunwala
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subject. But then they backtracked.

They said it was no use contacting

them because they held a negative

view of  the tribal community. This

process was described as “sanskri-

tization” by the famed sociologist

M N Srinivas. He said that individ-

uals from the backward commu-

nities wanted to join the ranks of

the upper communities.

The game is clear cut. Back-

ward communities demand reser-

vation in government jobs not be-

cause that will help in the uplift of

their community as a whole. In-

stead, they seek reservations so that

they may abandon their own com-

munity and join the ranks of the

government servants that constitute

a “super” caste—above all castes.

They want a bigger share of  the

loot that the government servants

are making. Government servants

not only get hefty salaries. They also

get lifelong security, no need to

work at all, and to top it all, huge

benefits from corruption.

We live in a welfare state. The-

oretically, the task of  the govern-

ment is to “serve” the people. This

has been turned on its head. The

poor people are today paying tax-

es to pay huge benefits to govern-

ment servants. A government

teacher is appointed to teach chil-

dren of the poor people. He

draws salaries that are about five

to eight times the salary of a teacher

in a private school. Yet, they send

their own children to study under

these low paid teachers. They know

that the government teachers do

not teach. In the result, people are

serving the government teachers

by paying them huge salaries; in-

stead of  the government servants

serving the people by providing

good teaching.

The gap between “people”

and the government servants is

huge. A study done by the Insti-

tute for Studies in Industrial De-

velopment, New Delhi tells us that

the average salary of an employee

in the private organized sector was

Rs 46,802 per year in 2007-08. The

Economic Survey published by the

Ministry of Finance on the other

hand tells us that the average salary

of an employee in the Public Sec-

tor was Rs 410,898 in the same

year. Add to this the benefits from

corruption. The average earnings

of  the government servants is

about 20 times that the private sec-

tor and the work load is about one

half, if  not less. This gap in the sal-

aries is behind the clamor for res-

ervations. Individuals from every

backward community want to get

their share of the loot.

The situation is entirely differ-

ent in other countries. Salaries of

the government servants in the

United States, for example, are less

than the private sector. A study by

the Reason Foundation, Los An-

geles, says that government work-

ers earn an average of 11.4 per-

cent less than private-sector work-

ers of similar education and work

experience. I remember seeing

study by the World Bank about 10

years ago that found that India has

the highest disparity between the

average earnings of the people and

government servants.

The demand for reservations

today is not about social justice for

the backward communities. The

demand is for proportional shar-

ing of the loot that the government

servants are making today. It fol-

lows that the solution will not be

found by realigning the reservations

no matter how hard we try. The

solution is to reduce the disparity in

the incomes of the people and gov-

ernment servants; and take steps for

the control of corruption. The son

of  a senior government servant

writes in a blog that “until 10 years

back, government jobs were gate-

way to money (and lots of it)… but

trust me on this, things have been

changing. No one talks about mon-

ey openly now and at least for state

of Gujarat, you cannot be corrupt

or else you will be hit badly… Cor-

ruption is there but its no more an

attraction to a government job.”

Such indeed appears to be true.

Modi has attained this remarkable

feat of stamping out corruption in

Gujarat. That has led to one half

reduction of  the charm of  govern-

ment jobs. The task before Modi is

to cut the average salaries of gov-

ernment servants to one-tenth of

the present levels to make them

comparable to the average salaries

in the organized private sector.

That must be the mandate of the

Seventh Pay Commission.

The Fifth and the Sixth Pay

Commissions proceeded on the

basis that the government servants

have to be paid salaries that enable

them to live reasonably comfort-

able lives. It does not matter if  the

“people” do not have enough in-

comes to live comfortably. The

government servants must live

comfortably. A reduction in salaries

of  government servants will elimi-

nate the attraction of government

jobs and the demand for reserva-

tions in government jobs will die

out on its own. The Supreme Court

must address the root of the prob-

lem of  reservations that lies in the

loot by Government servants. qq

Spot LightSpot LightSpot LightSpot LightSpot Light

The focus on

government jobs is not

new
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R
ashtrarishi Dattopant

Thengdi was remembered

on his death anniversary in

an event organised by SJM in Deen-

dayal Research Institute New Del-

hi. Speakers and participants paid

rich tributes to the great thinker and

organiser. Rashtrarishi Dattopant

memorial lecture was held this year

on the topic “Current Economic

situation and Thengdi ji’s econom-

ic vision”. Speakers were –Dr. Ma-

hesh Chander Sharma; Sh. Saroj

Mitra; Sh. P. Muralidhar Rao and

Dr. Aswhani Mahajan. It was an

impressive function and a large

number of the admirers of Dat-

topant attended it inspite of the fact

that sad news of demise of an-

other great personality Sh. Ashok

Singhal ji was received hours be-

fore the programme. Several peo-

ple thought the this function may

get cancelled. But the organisers de-

cided to proceed with the function

as planned as it was an event to

remember another great son of

mother India and not any celebra-

tion. Function began with homage

to Sh. Ashok Singhal ji. Sh. Kash-

miri Lal ji (Sangthak, SJM) recalled

the different aspects of the life and

working of the departed soul. He

described Sh. Ashok Singhal ji as

SJM pays Tributes to Dattopant Thengdi

an elegant, inspiring and affection-

ate personality who worked tire-

lessly for his cherished ideals till last

moment of his life.

Kashmiri Lal ji recalled sev-

eral anecdotes to highlight the

rousing aspects of  this personality.

Two minute silence was observed

in his memory.

Sh. Saroj Mitra (National Co-

Convener, SJM) initiated the talk

on Dattopant ji. He recalled vari-

ous events of his long association

with Thengdi ji, that threw light

on his multidimensional person-

ablity. Saroj Mitra recalled with

fondness the ogranisation skills, in-

depth knowledge about lot of is-

sues and above all his concern for

suffering humanity. Saroj Mitra

was of the opinion that the per-

sonality of Dattopant did not get

appropriate attention as his follow-

ers have not done enough, to make

world aware about the presence of

such great man with vision.

Dr. Mahesh Chander Sharma

in is very brief, to the point and

effective speech talked about the

greatness of Thengadi ji in inspir-

ing ordinary people to work for

great objectives. Reffering to the

couple of words written of ban-

ner of the even hanging behind the

stage, Mahesh ji said that it sums

up the subject of the day in best

possible manner. These words are

that globalisation has failed and the

solution is Swadeshi.

Sh. Muralidhar Rao recalling his

long association with Thengdi ji

spoke about his simplicity, clarity of

vision and readiness to work very

hard in spite of  fragile body. He

added that prediction of Dattopant

Thengdi about failure of WTO was

not forecast by any blind follower

of  astrology, but deep insightful

understanding of a man who clearly

saw the contradictions of WTO

and west sponsored globalisation.

Dr. Ashwani Mahajan in his

speech said that Dattopant Thengdi

continues to inspire SJM and lakhs
of its members even decades after

he left the world. Whenever in doubt,

we at Swadeshi recall, how Dat-

topant would have reacted in such a

situation and find the way he added.

Editor Swadeshi Patrika Sh.

Ajey Bharti conducted the stage.

He began with the words of Sh.

Ashok Singhal ji who while paying

homage to Dattopant had said.

“With the death of Dattopant

ji we all have become orphans. He

was messiah of  poor and farmer.

There are certain great personalities

whose loss can never be filled. Dat-

topant ji was a similar great person-

ality. He had original thinking on all

spheres of life. His mother and Shri

Guruji were his guides. At the time

when the country is facing on-

slaughts from all sides, the void left

by Dattopant ji will be felt greatly.”

Jhandewalan Vibhag Sanyojak

Yashwant Chouhan proposed the

vote of  thanks. qq

REPORTREPORTREPORTREPORTREPORT
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BJD bats for debate on uniform civil code

The Biju Janata Dal (BJD) batted for a debate

on Uniform Civil Code in Parliament, against the
backdrop of the Supreme Court asking the Govern-

ment to come up with a view on the contentious is-
sue. “The Supreme Court has asked the Government

to take a quick decision on the Uniform Civil Code.

Article 44 of the Indian Constitution states that India
should strive to have a Uniform Civil Code. The

Constitution has enough powers for protection of
rights of the minorities and the government should

begin a discussion on the issue,” BJD leader B Mahtab

said while participating in the debate on Constitution
and BR Amebdkar in Lok Sabha.

Minister for Social Justice Thawarchand Gehlot
had made a strong pitch for implementation of the

Uniform Civil Code. The BJD leader also attacked
other parties for disrupting the House and said his

party did not advocate such “unconstitutional ways”.

“Every time we see the House in assembly there
are people who jump into the well. Our party is not

capable of getting our work done in an unconstitu-
tional way. Is this freedom or the right we have

achieved?” Mahtab asked.

He said the treasury benches should not consid-
er the Rajya Sabha as a stumble because of the lack

of numbers and the core principle is debate and dis-
cussion. Mahtab said a lot was being said on cooper-

ative federalism but the country should also focus on

fiscal federalism. “There is a need to introduce fiscal

federalism, German way of  implementing fiscal fed-

eralism,” he said.

ED summons HP CM

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) summoned

Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Virbhadra Singh in

connection with its probe against him and his associ-

ates for alleged money laundering. The summon has

been issued under the provisions of the Prevention

of Money Laundering Act (PMLA) asking Singh to

personally appear before investigators sources said. The

summons also mention that in case the CM is not able

to appear, an authorised or legal representative on his

behalf, can also submit documents related to personal

finances and other details required for the investiga-

tion. The agency will record Singh’s statement when he

appears before the investigators. Earlier, the agency had

summoned his associates accused in the case.

The agency has filed a case under PMLA after

taking cognisance of a CBI FIR registered in Sep-

tember. The agency, according to sources, has gath-

ered some important documents to probe and de-

tect the suspected “proceeds of crime” allegedly chan-

nelled by Singh and his associates by using purported

illegal funds.

ED teams had also conducted searches in this

case last week in three states of Delhi, Maharashtra

and West Bengal. The agency is probing allegations

against Singh and his family members who allegedly

amassed wealth to the tune of Rs 6.1 crore between

Maran to appear before CBI: Supreme Court
Former Telecom Minister Dayanidhi Maran will have to appear before CBI investigators for six days

for questioning in the telephone exchange case, the Supreme Court directedwhile extending protection

against arrest to him.  While asking Maran to appear before CBI from, the bench comprising Justices T S
Thakur and V Gopala Gowda, however, refused to allow his custodial interrogation by the probe agency

which said it needed his custody to unravel the “actual conspiracy” as the telephone lines were allegedly

used by his family-run Sun TV.

It asked Attorney General Mukul Rohatgi, appearing for CBI, to prepare a questionnaire and give

them to CBI personnel and the accused and further granted liberty to the agency to move before it if

Maran does not co-operate and answer the queries.
At the outset, senior advocate A M Singhvi, appearing for the DMK leader, referred to the list of dates

of events to drive home the point that the “belated” plea for custodial interrogation was the misuse of the

might of the state.

It was a service connection which all Telecom minister get, he said. On being told that the it was a

multiple calling facility, the bench asked, “why did he require so many connections?” Rohatgi opposed the

plea saying that the case was not so simple and a “full fledged” telephone exchange was set up at Chennai
house of the Minister to provide ISDN connections without any approval. The lines were not used for voice

calls and rather used for communication of “data” and several such connections can be used corporates

like a TV company, he said.  q
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2009 and 2011, disproportionate to his known sourc-

es of  income, while serving as the Union Minister

of Steel.

Cabinet approves six new IITs

Six new Indian Institutes of  Technology (IITs)

will be set up in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Chhatis-

garh, Goa, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala and Karna-

taka with the Union Cabinet clearing a proposal in

this regard. A meeting of the Cabinet presided by

Prime Minister Narendra Modi gave its approval for

operationalisation of  these IITs initially by forming

of Societies under the Societies Registration Act, 1860

in order to give them legal status till the amendment

for their incorporation in The Institutes of  Technolo-

gy Act, 1961 is enacted. At present, there are 16 IITs

in the country.

Each new IIT will have an initial intake of 180

students in its first year which would increase to 450

in the second year and to 928 (840 Undergraduates,

80 Postgraduates and 8 PhDs) in the third year of

their operation, an official statement here said. The

total cost for running these IITs is Rs 1,411.80 crore

and will be incurred between 2015-16 and 2018-19,

it added.

The new IITs will be operated from their tem-

porary campuses for the initial period of three years

before shifting to their permanent campuses in the

4th year. Each IIT will have a sanctioned strength of

faculty members, with a faculty-student ratio of 1:10.

J&K to roll out NFSA in state

J&K Chief Minister Mufti Mohammad Sayeed,

has announced the decision of the State Cabinet to

implement the National Food Security Act (NFSA) in

the State, which is expected to benefit 1.19 crore peo-

ple. The CM also announced commencement of the

Budget Session of the State Legislature from January

18, next month, for which a recommendation shall

be made to the Governor for summoning the Legis-

lature. The CM made this announcement immediate-

ly after the Cabinet meeting in a Press conference held

in the lawns of the civil secretariat complex.

Flanked by Cabinet colleagues and deputy Chief

Minister Dr Nirmal Singh, Chief  Minister also high-

lighted some of the other major Cabinet decisions

related to Skill Development Mission, Marriage As-

sistance Scheme for Poor Girls, proposal to grant fi-

nancial autonomy to universities and approval to in-

troduction of Cluster Universities Bill, both at Jam-

mu and Srinagar, and a policy for taking up infra-

structure projects in Public Private Partnership (PPP)

mode. 

Sexual charge against Kerala CM

In a startling allegation, Biju Radhakrishnan, prime

accused in Kerala’s infamous solar scam, on Wednes-

day charged that Congress Chief Minister Oommen

Chandy and several other ruling front leaders had sex-

ually used con woman Saritha S Nair, his former live-

in partner and co-accused in the solar fraud case.

Biju also said Chandy and his office had taken

Rs 5.5 crore as bribe from his company, Team Solar

Energy Solutions. While deposing before the Justice

G Sivarajan judicial commission looking into the so-

lar scam which had been haunting the Congress-led

UDF Government since June, 2013, Biju said he had

in his possession evidence of  Chandy’s sexual rela-

tionship with Saritha in the form of  video clippings,

recorded by the con woman herself.

Biju, currently in prison, also told the commis-

sion that six other UDF leaders including Labour

Minister Shibu Baby John of  the RSP, Tourism Min-

ister AP Anil Kumar of the Congress, Aryadan

Shoukath, son of senior Congress Minister Aryadan

Muhammad and Congress legislator Hybi Eden, had

sexually exploited Saritha. qq

India voices developing nations' climate concerns
India took the lead in articulating concerns of the developing countries in finalising approach of the

Commonwealth countries in dealing with climate change ahead of the crucial Paris conference. India

argued that any ambitious statement emanating from the CHOGM should be tempered with realism as
the discussions in the run up to the COP 21 at Paris have been complex and difficult and should not be

overloaded at this stage.

Indian officials argued that the Commonwealth must not pre-judge outcome of the negotiations lead-

ing to Paris climate conference and that commitment of the rich nations towards small islands and poor

countries must go beyond the current level, sources said.  q
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China to support Pak case for NSG

China has assured its closest ally Pakistan of sup-

port in the country’s bid to become a member of  the

Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) if India is allowed to

join the exclusive body, says a media report. The assur-

ance was given during the visit of a high-level delega-

tion led by President Mamnoon Hussain to Beijing

recently.”The issue was discussed at length and Paki-

stan highlighted its point of view saying that it has equal

right to join the group for fulfilling its requirement for

peaceful use of  nuclear technology,” the report quoted

diplomatic sources as saying.”China, being member of

the group and holding the veto power, assured Paki-

stan that it will take all measures so that it also becomes

the member of  the NSG,” they said.

Pakistan has been saying that if it is deprived of

NSG membership while India is accommodated, it

would be taken as discrimination and lead to an imbal-

ance in the region. “If India is allowed to join NSG

and Pakistan is deprived of the membership of the

group, Beijing will veto the move to block Indian en-

try,” sources said.  According to sources, Pakistan was

aware of the fact that a quiet diplomatic move is on to

induct India into the club of  nuclear trading nations.

Accept more refugees: French PM

French Prime Minister Manuel Valls has called

on the Gulf states to accept more refugees fleeing

Syria, saying that a “humanitarian disaster” could erupt

in the Balkans if  Europe does not control its borders.

“I’ll say it again, Europe cannot accept all the refu-

gees coming from Syria. That’s why we need a diplo-

matic, military and political solution in Syria,” Valls

said last evening. “Every country must play its part;

I’m thinking particularly of  the Gulf  states,” the prime

minister said during a discussion with residents of

Evry on the outskirts of Paris, focusing on the re-
sponse to the attacks which rocked the capital two
weeks ago.

Most of the roughly four million Syrian refu-
gees who have fled their country since civil war broke
out have travelled to neighbouring Libya, Jordan or
Turkey. But Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE and other Gulf
states have remained closed to them, while Europe
struggles to adopt a common policy towards the

hundreds of thousands of refugees who are arriving
at its borders. Unless the borders of  the EU are prop-
erly controlled “we are going to see a humanitarian
disaster in the Balkans this winter and Europe is go-

ing to close up again,” Valls warned.

Falciani sentenced to 5 years in prison

HSBC whistleblower Herve Falciani, whose
‘Swissleaks’ have been key to India’s black money

probe, was sentenced in absentia to five years in pris-
on by a Swiss federal court. Falciani, who refused to
appear for trial in Switzerland, has been charged of
industrial espionage. According to Swiss news agency
ATS, Falciani has been sentenced in absentia to five
years in prison.

A former employee of  global banking major
HSBC, Falciani leaked details of bank account hold-
ers in Geneva branch of HSBC — a list which later
reached the French government and subsequently was
shared with India as it had accounts of those Indians
who had stashed funds abroad.

Earlier this month, he said he was willing to “co-
operate” with the Indian investigative agencies in their
black money probe but would need “protection”.
About the sentencing, Falciani told Indian television
channel NDTV that nothing has changed and it should
not affect his collaboration with Indian authorities. He

also told the channel that he would make an appeal

Commonwealth talks terrorism, climate
Leaders of 53 countries including India deliberated measures to combat terrorism and how to remove hurdles

to seal a climate deal in Paris on the opening day of the Commonwealth Summit in Mediterranean island of Malta.

Amid heavy security, Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II opened the three-day-long summit of the bloc, having a geograph-

ic spread covering six continents with a total population of over 2.2 billion people.

India, the largest member of the grouping, is being represented by External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj

while other leaders attending it included Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Australian Prime Minister Malcolm

Turnbull, Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena, UK Prime Minister David Cameron and Canadian Prime Minister

Justin Trudea. Identifying terrorism as a major threat facing the world, Cameron announced setting up of a five-

million-pound-fund for the bloc to target extremist groups fuelling the menace and spreading “poisonous ideologies.” 

Combating terrorism is the major focus of the summit in this Maltese capital which is taking place just two

weeks after the grisly terror attack in Paris in which at least 130 people were killed and over 350 were injured.   q
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to European Human Rights Court.

Meanwhile, HSBC today announced shutting

down of its private banking business in India that of-

fers wealth management services. The bank’s private

banking division has been mired in the black money

probe after it was revealed during investigation by glo-

bal journalists’ collective ICIJ that more than 1,000 In-

dians had parked $4 billion in HSBC Geneva till 2007.

Setback for Obama

In a setback to President Barack Obama at a

time when he is pushing for an ambitious global agree-

ment on climate change, the Republican-controlled

House of Representatives has rejected his domestic

regulations to curb greenhouse gas emissions, thereby

sending out the grim message that the United States

itself  is deeply divided on the subject.  Voting pre-

dominantly along party lines, the House adopted two

resolutions to prevent the US Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) from implementing rules that the

Obama administration had released earlier this year

to curb greenhouse gas emissions.

With the Senate having already voted in a similar

fashion, the measures will now be sent to the White

House, which has already signalled that President

Obama would veto them. Democrats expect the

Obama rules to prevail since Republicans do not have

the requisite Senate votes to override a presidential

veto. The House vote came just hours after Obama

urged the international community to hammer out a

comprehensive deal at the Paris climate talks, and went

on to issue a call for a “legally binding” provision to

enforce targets that various countries have announced

to cut their own carbon output. Citing the Congress’s

power to review the administration’s regulations on the

subject, Republican lawmakers said the vote demon-

strates the deep divisions within US on the subject. 

NATO Irks Russia

NATO has invited Montenegro to become the

29th member of the US-led military alliance, defying

Russia’s warnings it would have to respond to what it

branded a threat to its security. Russia quickly said it

would be forced to react to NATO’s expansion east-

ward, with the invitation to the small Balkan country

adding to bad blood between Moscow and the West

over issues including Ukraine.

NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg, announcing the

move at a meeting of  the alliance’s foreign ministers

in Brussels, insisted the “historic” invitation to Mon-

tenegro was no one else’s business and “not directed

at anyone”.  

Cameron makes a case for UK to join
Syria air strikes

The UK will be a safer place if it answers the

call from its allies to join in the air strikes on ISIS in

Syria, Prime Minister David Cameron said as he asked

lawmakers to take a more aggressive stance on ISIS

ahead of a crucial vote in the parliament.

Cameron was making the case for Britain to tar-

get ISIS terrorists in Syria during a day-long debate

today expected to last around 10 hours.

“The question before the House today is how

we keep the British people safe from the threat posed

by ISIS. This is not about whether we want to fight

terrorism, it’s about how best we do that,” he told

MPs during a House of Commons debate.

“We should answer the call from our allies. The

action we propose is legal, it is necessary and it is the

right thing to do to keep our country safe,” he said. qq

Israel tests barak-8 missile co-developed with India
For the first time, Israeli military has successfully tested from a ship an advanced surface-to-air missile co-

developed with India which will be deployed to secure vital offshore assets like gas fields.

“In the first-of-its-kind operation test yesterday a Barak 8 missile fired from an Israeli Navy ship successfully

intercepted an enemy target registering 100 per cent success,” Israeli military sources said. The Barak-8 was tested

from a ship for the first time and intercepted a small drone simulating an enemy craft. The system extends the range

of Israel’s aerial defence and should be operational in about two years.

“The next test on the system is likely to be held in December this year onboard an Indian navy vessel,” they

said. INS Kolkata is the Indian ship likely to be used for the testing as the launchers and radars to track missiles are

already installed on the vessel. The missile is being jointly developed by the Defence Research & Development

Organisation (DRDO), Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), Israel’s Administration for the Development of Weapons

and Technological Infrastructure, Elta Systems, Rafael and other companies. Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL) will be

assigned the task of producing the missiles with 32 initial ones to be fitted on INS Kolkata.  q
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WTO extends moratorium on IP violation

WTO members meeting as the TRIPS (trade-

related aspects of intellectual property rights) Coun-

cil agreed on November 23 on a draft ministerial de-

cision on non-violation disputes in the area of intel-

lectual property.  In a relief  to Indian manufacturers

seeking compulsory licences, a committee of the WTO

has decided to shield intellectual property from a mech-

anism through which one WTO member can chal-

lenge the other’s IP related policies even if  there is no

rules infringement.

The decision is expected to be adopted at the

Nairobi Ministerial Conference in December. The

TRIPS Council agreed to extend a moratorium on

bringing non-violation complaints to the WTO’s dis-

pute settlement system to 2017. For India, this means

no one can challenge Section 3(D) of the Indian Pat-

ents Act, which allows the issue of compulsory licenc-

es to manufacture generic drugs, till the moratorium is

in place. Compulsory licensing is when a government

allows someone else to produce the patented product

or process without the consent of  the patent owner. It

is one of the flexibilities on patent protection included

in the WTO’s agreement on intellectual property.

Sustainable Development Goals and

climate change

WTO Director-General Roberto Azevêdo met

with the heads of UN agencies, the International Mon-

etary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank this week in

New York for the biannual meeting of  the UN Chief

Executives Board, chaired by the UN Secretary Gen-

eral, Ban Ki-moon. They discussed the implementa-

tion of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, fol-

lowing their adoption by the UN General Assembly

in September. They also looked ahead to the UN cli-

mate change conference – COP21 – in Paris, which

will happen just a few days WTO’s 10th Ministerial

Conference in Nairobi in December. The need for

enhanced coordination among international before the

organizations was a key feature in the discussions, with

the agency heads looking at concrete ways to ensure

that different policy areas complement each other. 

WTO talks stuck again: Azevedo says

World trade talks are deadlocked and ministers

are unlikely to find a way out of the impasse when

they meet in Nairobi next month, World Trade Or-

ganization Director-General Roberto Azevedo says.
“We clearly are stuck in the negotiations at this point
in time,” Azevedo told a news conference. “I think it
will be very difficult to reconcile the views. I would

say impossible at this point in time.”
WTO has been trying and failing to agree on a

worldwide package of  trade reforms since a meeting
in Doha in 2001 hatched an ambitious plan for knock-
ing down trade barriers. Since then the WTO has still
managed to agree a few changes to the global trading

rules. Two years ago it agreed to standardise and stream-
line customs procedures, and Nairobi could still see
agreements on other issues, such as an end to tariffs on
$1.3 trillion of  IT exports. Brazil and the European
Union are also leading a push to end agricultural ex-
port subsidies at Nairobi. But differences over com-

pleting the so-called Doha round have never ceased.

India, Indonesia should work together

Emphasising that India and Indonesia share sim-

ilar aspirations, Vice President Hamid Ansari has said
the time is ripe for the two countries to work togeth-
er in international forums like the WTO and the UN
to bring more equity into the international order. He
said the two countries are also together in the search
for reforming the UN, particularly the Security Council.
As he pitched for increased cooperation on various
fronts, Ansari said the “time is also ripe for our com-
mon engagement for bringing greater equity into the
international order.”

He, however, added that despite the large size
and rapid growth of our economies, the trade and
investment between India and Indonesia remains
“modest”. There is a need to synergies our efforts in
the areas of economy and business to correct the sec-
toral and directional imbalance of our trade and to
further diversify it, he said. The spreading tide of ex-
tremism and terrorism, Ansari said, is a threat both
countries face. He said that dealing successfully with
such threats requires strong cooperation and expressed
happiness that both sides have taken some steps to
institutionalise cooperation in this area.

Ansari said non-traditional threats such as piracy,
smuggling, transnational crimes and drug-trafficking
are on the rise and require determined and coordinat-
ed action. The Asia-Pacific region and the world would
benefit from greater India-Indonesia cooperation, in-
cluding through partnerships with like-minded coun-
tries and by strengthening regional institutions like the
ASEAN, he said. qq


